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Belgians, French keep order 
in Zaire after rebellion 
KOLWEZl, Zaire (AP) -- 
About 600 Belgian 
paratroops took up station 
today, in Kamina, 200 
• kilometres north of here, as 
800 French legionnaires 
~ trolled this copper-mining 
ty to keep order after :a 
revel invasion in which 
hundreds died. 
Belgian Premier Leo 
Tlademuns said in Brussels 
the mission of the remaining 
paratroop battalion will be 
"to guarantee the safety" of 
the Belgians staying in 
Zai~'s mineral.rich Shaba 
province. Several thousand 
Europeans are still in the 
province, many living in 
Ukasi, to the east, and 
Lubumhashi, to the 
~ southeast. 
About ,200 Belgians pulled 
out ef Kolwezi, which ner- 
el~uy has a population of 
t 00,-000, and headed for 
.the government air base at 
Kamlna on Monday after 
oompleting the evacuation of
about 2,500 foreigners, 
leaving the city in the hands 
of French and Zaire troops. 
About half the Belgian 
paratroops stayed in 
Kamiua and the rest flew to 
Brussels. The Belgians and 
French parachuted into 
Kolwezi Friday and 
Saturday and recaptured it
from invading rebels forces 
who had crossed into Zaire 
May 2 from their base in 
Angola through a small strip 
of Zambia. • 
MAY BE HOSTAGES 
Officials in Paris reported 
at least 70 whites were killed 
by the rebels after they 
captured Kolwezi. ~Some 
survivors estimated the 
figure at 200. The officials 
to Kolwezi without a per- 
manent European-military 
force there." 
The Belgians made one 
last sweep of residential 
districts before pufiing.ouL 
They called out ia Flemish 
for anyone still hiding to 
come out. About a dozen 
said 50 French civilians and. Belgians emerged, saying 
six French soldiers who 
served as advisers to 
gairean army units were 
missing and might have been 
taken hostage by the rebels. 
French officers here esti- 
mated the rebels also killed 
50 Zaireaus, both civilians 
and government soldiers, 
and lost about 200 of the 
invading force of 4,000. Two 
French soldiers were killed 
and 4 wounded. The Belgians 
suffered no easulaties. 
Some of the survivors who 
arrived Monday ~n Brussels 
said Zairean troops took 
advanage of the chaos in 
Kolwezi, ,500 kilometres 
southeast of the capital of 
F, inshasa, and even took part 
in looting. 
"They hate us,'" said one. 
"Even on the way to the 
planes for repatriation, they 
stripped some of us of our 
cameras and other 
belongings." 
SAYS FORCE NEEDED 
they had been afraid to come 
out when earlier calls came 
in French, the main 
European language of local 
blacks. 
Most of the fighting ended 
Friday after the first wave of 
legionnaires dropped in, 
French officers aid. 
Eurocan eXplosion 
by Scott Browes 
A loufl blasting sound echoed through the- 
Kitimatvalley Friday night when the tires of a 
burning log loader blew-up from the heat of a 
fire. The sound of the exploding tires could be 
heard throughout Kitimat. 
Eurocan spokesmen estimate the vehicle fire 
to have started from an electrical short Circuit. 
An investigation by fire marshall officials is still 
i n  p re l iminary  stages.  
"The vehicle is  necessary  for l i ft ing 10g.~ f rom 
loaded t racks  into the log yard , "  exp la ined one 
Eurocan  official. Es t imated  value of the '  
mach ine  is $300,000. 
At  about  8:20 p .m.  F r iday  the town emergency  
vehic les  as  well  as  Eurocan  emergency  equip-.  
meat  a t tended the f ire. Although it  took.only one 
hour to br ing  the blaze to a ha l t ' the  intense heat  
of the f i re had a l ready  dest royed the operat ional  
par ts  of the vehicle. 
'A Frenchman, who The operator of the machine vacated the cab 
identified himself only as when the firebroke'out and is reportedly safe 
Eani, said: "One thing is with no i n ju r ies .  " 
certain: No white will return . . . . .  
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PC man fired for disobeying 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Pierre 
Claver began a one-man 
picket on Parliament Hill 
today, saying he was fired 
from his job as a Progressiye 
Clark's orders 
Conservat ive  par ty  Claver, a 29-year-old 
researcher after refusing nativeof Montreal and now a 
orders from party leader Joe resident of nearby Gatinenu, 
Clark's office not to contest Que., said he was fwed May 6 
an election omination, after defying a Clark aide's 
PC's have to adjust 
DRAYTON VALLEY, the election, but we can't outlived their usefulness. 
Attn. (CP)' - -  Opposition assume anything. There are He said that after two 
instructions. May 8 net to 
contest the Conservative 
nomination in the Gatineau 
constituency the following 
day. 
"Joe does not know but 
he's still responsible," said 
the placard Claver vowed to. 
wear around his neck every 
day for the next three weeks 
outside the doer members of 
Parliament use "to enter the 
Commons building. 
The Clark aide and other 
for today, contres on election 
of Deputy Foreign Minister 
Lazar Mojsov of Yugoslavia 
to preside over the special 
session as he did ov.er the 977 
regular session. 
About 20 heads of govern- 
ment, including Prime 
Minister TrOdeau, and 50 
cabinet ministers are to 
speak:in a 2½-week debate 
starting Wednesday. A
committee will put the 
propasals in shape for the 
nssambly's adoption. 
Appearances byU.S. State 
S~cretary Cyrus Vance and 
Soviet "Foreign Minister 
Andrei Gromyko in the 
assembly will be a prelude to 
their resumption of talks on 
a new. strategic arms 
limitation agreement. The. 
talks will ~ Friday in 
Washington. 
Their qlmis to set lower 
limits for each side's 
nuelearweapon delivery 
vehicles than those laid down 
in  the 974 Vladivostok 
agreement--2,400 long-range 
ballistic missiles and 
bomberS'for each side, ,320 
of them with multiple 
warheads. 
Gromyko arrived in New 
York from Moscow on 
• Modday and called for  
Leader Joe Clark says three or four times over the years and $10 million in End to PNG given Prime Minister Trndeau's nextyearwhenhecuncalllt, publtemaney"notasingle 
a r m s  ~o,, ,o,  not to cal la spring andthenextchaneewouldhe drop of 0il haS been brought 
federal election has forced early in the fall." into production became of 
UNITED NATIONS (AP)assembly  action aimed at strike notice the. Progressive Con-  He said party wnrkers are theexistanceofPetro-Can." 
- -  Proposals calling for "stopping and subsequently servative party : to make being told to take their vaea- ,What has happened is 
specific goals and new reversing the arms race:" . 'adjustments. tions i~.Juty ',because we that the government of 
machinery to end the arms A P P E A L S F O R i • "We were sure we'd he may have to get going in late Canada, which owns one oil 
~aeCneq ~l l ! .~ken up. by.tlw AGREEMENT ' Local 23 of International : " - - into an election," Clark said August." , ' company, and which sets the 
_ .e~aJ soemmy mm s.wst In an appeal released here Brotherh0~l of Electrical " noWnoJaSc .weeF: during a weekend visit to his WIFE WiLL HELP ' rules for all the companies, 
• has bent the rule~ to favor sP~on~e~10~he°n~..°,is: andiq.:.G~'~e3a o~Monday., Workers advise that they ~,~l~ougn._ .there. i s . .a  Yellowhdad constituency Clark said his wife, 
~ . .  : .:?.~ ,y~. j.~-. :~e:internatitmalC0mmitt~ ,nsve'.~msue¢:strike.notice.to ~ ~ .c~l~leltY~ath~n.eg°t.t.mc:/ons~ .'. ,!We:had ourplaas m.ade: Maureea.McTe.er, wili play ~the oll.cemlM~.it.owns." 
~iOo~ ,- o r -me unseen Of the Riid Crcss Urged" Pacific NorthernGas LM, ~ '~ '~7/~"~'~, -~-"~.~ • .Now:we've' got to change an Impb.Rii'!it'~rtwheti'kn " CIai'k'skifs-lhat/nno-tth. e~ 
governments at the special yi~sterday, m" . . . . . .  exercme~" . . . .  tne" . . . . . . .  mannam'="?' uew plansthat' and Weworkedhaven'tout.yet.got oui',, election. "We piSlanealled'to have'her in .Canadagiven "aPetr°~anvery hadspecial,been 
The opening Program, set own.Sessioninterestst° "ris  aboveand reachtheir Nego~tious infront of the given by its memhers, ac- • Clark, who made a two- Yeliowhead at the beginning biased, favored position" 
mediatorbocumehung-upun cording .to a union day sweep into four corn- and at the end of the cam- giving it first crack at 25 per 
,sevemlkeylssues.and broke spokesman, munities, said the Con- paign. The other areas she centof petroleum leases. agreement on dis- armament." 
The World Peace Council 
presented t in  Secretary.  
General Kurt Waldheim with 
an appeal for disarmament 
that its secretary-general, 
Romesh Chandra of India, 
said had been signed by 
about 500 million peopl e in 
more than 00 countries. 
Chandra ,  whose  
organization often reflects 
Soviet concerns, said: 
"The biggest campaign in 
the history of publie opinion 
against any particular 
weapon has been the cam- 
paign against the neutron 
bomb, and the country where 
the campaign has been the 
biggt~t is the U.S.A." 
The neutron bomb is a 
small warhead that produces 
twice the deadly radiation of 
a conventional nuciear bomb 
lint less than one-tenth as 
much explosive power, heat 
and fallout. This means the 
bomb can ldll people while 
causing little damage to 
tmildings. 
The warhead isdesigned to 
replace the approximately 
7,000 nuclear warheads .now 
deployed in Europe. 
U.S. could 
absorb Quebec 
PARIS (AP) -- Canadian into fragments which would 
Ambassador  Gerard  be unable to maintain their 
Pelletier said today that if identity and  autonomous 
Quebec chooses in- existence, he added. 
dependence it will ultimately 
find itself absorbed by the In the long run, it is likely 
United Statesalongwiththe that every part of a 
re'st of a disintegrated disrupted Canada, inclu('ng 
Canada. ' Quebec, would be integrated 
Speaking to the In- into the enormous American 
ternat ional  Diplomatic mass. 
Academy, Pel let ier  ex- " ... The well-intentioned 
pressed confideneethat most but massive presence of the 
French-Canadiafis will United States.is a crushing 
shrink from such'a prospect reality which could Well 
and will prefer to maintain" accelerate the process and 
Canada's political entity eliminate within a few 
under a rejuvenated 
federalism. 
Pelletier sam there is good 
reason to hope that English- 
speaking Canada will accept 
changes needed to head off 
the separatist groundswell in 
decades every trace of what, 
today, constitutes Canada s 
a distinct political eutity,'~ 
he said. 
• This process would not.he' 
the result of any American 
Quebec. desire for conquest or an- 
If not, the whole of Canada nexation, he added, but "the 
would he doomed to break very weight of the United 
States would act like a 
magnet on the separated and 
isolated Canadian provin. 
c e ~ "  ' ' 
i 
Dial.a- 
dose 
servatives have momentum 
"which we don't want to 
.lose." 
'Tm telling our people to 
he ready, but not to keep the 
pressure up. We don't know 
when Mr. Trudeau will call 
will centre on are southern. Clark criticized Eldorado 
Ontario andQuebac." Nuclear for selling off 
In Alberta Beach, Clark uranium it has been holding 
told a Lion's Club meeting as a strategic reserve to 
that Petro-Canada and raise cash for the purchase 
Elderado Nuclear--two of a uranium mining area in 
Crown corporations--have Saskatchewan. 
Lack of support in B,C. 
for human rights 
I 
.VANCOUVER (CP) Gordon Falrweather was 
The right when he charged that 
New Democratic Party's British Columbia has a poor 
labor critic says Canadian attitude towards human 
human rights commissioner rights. 
I 
New NDP stand 
By CHARLES La VERTU 
VICTORIA (CP) --  The 
British Columbia New 
Democratic Party closed its 
ranks, moved a little closer 
to the centre of the B.C. 
political "spectrum and ap- 
peared eager for an election 
as its annual convention 
concluded Monday. 
Delegates approved a new 
economic strategy for the 
province and Opposition 
• leader Dave Barrett 
challenged Premier Bill 
Bennett o call an election 'on 
• the basis of his handling of 
the provincial econemy. 
Retiring president John 
Brewin said the party 
organization is prepared: 
said election of Gerry 
Stoney, who is 'president of 
the New Westminster local 
of the International Wood. 
workers of America, to the 
party presidency had helped 
heal the division between the 
party and labor. 
Stoney and Barrett headed 
an establishment slate, 
including Rosemary Brown 
(VaneouverBurrard), which 
easily defeated a slate-from 
the party's left wing. 
"This convention has 
brought together every 
seperate section of interest 
that has been part and parch, 
of the: democratic socialist 
movement since the turn of 
the century in B.C.," Barrett 
"We are ready to do battle on 
VERNON, B.C. (CP)A the ,federal or' provincial 
telephone number which scene anytime an election is 
• called•" describes symptoms of . • 
venereal disease has fielded 
,.Health Minister ~ Bob Mc- 
said in an address dosing the 
covention. "The party has 
never been as united as it is 
right now--and ready to do 
Dave Stupieh (Nanaimo) hattie." 
20,000 calis in its first four Union demands months of operation, says 
Clelland. , , ,upset t ing  ' '~  
McClelland told the annual • 
meeting df the British 
Co lumbia  Med ica l  'VANCOUVER(CP)--The among member companies 
~sociationin this Okonugnn number and size of con- last week showing 7 unions 
~ity Saturday that the toll- structlon union demands this have sul~mitted a total of ,07 
free telephone number was year are upsetting, says individual demands with an 
set up to flght an epidemie of Chuck MeVeigh, chief average increased cost of 
gonorrhea, which is incrsas- negotiator for British Co. 30.9 per cent over one year, 
ing by five per cent a year. lumbla's ' general con- / The individual demands 
. . . tractors. ' range from 97' by the 
The number gives a McVelgh, president' of Glaziers and Glass Workers 
recorded me~sage detailing Const ruct ion  Labor  local572 to 30by lkiemen of 
symptoms of six common Relations Association the  In ternat iona l  
sexually-transmitted (CLRA), says the unions Brotherhood of 'Electrical 
diseases. If callers want have shown little concern for Workers local 23. 
more information they are' the state of the economy. "The average demand is for 
told to contact the local He referred Tuesday to a a total increase of $4.4 an 
health unit. CLRA bulle[in circulated, hour to $7.94 or 30.9 per cent, 
party officials Claver said 
are involved in his ease were 
net immediately available to 
comment. But Clark's press 
officer said Claver's firing 
was due to administrative 
reasons• He refused to 
elaborate. 
"It doesn't have a single 
th~ng to do with the semi. 
{ion," thes[~kesnmn .~!d. 
th~ ai~-I~id 'told ~Clk~vbFib ~''
stay out of the n6~lnkti~ 
contestl 
PERSONAL MATTER 
The'spokesman also said it 
is a personal matter whet~er 
Clark received and an- 
swered a letter Claver said 
he sent o the leader. Claver 
said in an interview he wrote 
Clark to protest the action on 
grounds he. was denied civil 
rights. Claver said that 
Clark replied by politely 
.thanking him for supporting 
the Conservative party but 
did not address the issue. 
"I think this is criminal," 
Claver said. " I  think 
somebody has .to stand up 
against it. It's my fun- 
damentsl right to run." 
Karen Sanford (NDP- Claver said he is promised 
Comox) was responding to paY until June 6 although e 
Fairweather's sta~'uent,, is barred from entering the 
made in Fredericton, that he office where he researched 
"is in despair about B.C." Quebec issue~ for the party 
and is alarmed and disap- since Mat'ch, 977. He said he 
pointedatthelackofoupport will spend his normal 
for human rights in other' working hours, 0:30 a.m. to 
provinces. 3:30 p.m., picketing 
Sonford said the fact that' 
B.C. has been without a 
human rights commission 
s ince December indicates 
the Social Credit govern. 
meat's attitude on the 
subject. 
She accused Labor 
Minister Allan Williams, the 
minister responsible for 
appointing the commission, 
of shouting "so what" in 
answers to her questions in 
the legislation about the 
commission. 
"There is a discretionary 
section in the (human rights) 
.code that says the minister 
may appoint boards of 
inquiry," she said. "In every 
other province, ministers 
have done so when requested 
by the human rights branch. 
But he (Williams) has not." 
Williams aid Monday that 
"perhaps Mr. Fairweather 
in ~his trips, across Canada 
would he good enough to 
drop in and discuss it with 
me." Asked when a new 
commission could be ex- 
pected, Williams said 
"soon." 
Premier Bill Bennett old 
Parliament. 
Asked if Clark was aware 
of Claver's case, his 
spokesman Said "he might if 
he's looked • through the 
window." Clark's office 
window overlooks Ciaver's 
protest spot. 
Claver is black but said he 
does not think his color 
figures in ease although 
party officials may have 
thought his undermined his 
chances of winning the 
Gatineau nomination he lost. 
Skipper 
blamed 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
report of a federal inquiry 
blames skipper Norman 
Lewis Hinks and Canadian 
National Railways in the 
sinking last June of the CN 
ferry William Carson off the 
Newfoundland coast. 
The report, released 
Tuesday, said the ferry Went 
downafter ice gouged a hole 
the Ukrainian Hospitality at  least four feet wide in its 
Association In Kelowua last  starboard side about one foot 
weekend that B.C. has one of below the water line. The 
the best human •rights codes 
in Canada. 
Sanford said the cede is the 
product of the former NDP 
government. 
Former commissioner 
Geae Errjngton agreed that 
B.C. has an excellent code. 
,We have the best code but 
what's happening Is that its 
enforcement 
down." 
damag? was too ~xtensive to
have saved the vessel.. '
All 28 passengers aboard 
the car and passenger ferry 
were safely evacuated. 
Mr. Justice Nathaniel Noel 
of the Newfoundland 
Supreme Court, the inquiry 
commissioner, said Captain 
Hinks took the Carson into 
Is ''~ falling' ice "when .there was no 
grave necessity to do so.,' 
j 
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Kitimat Shows... 
The Kitirnat Museum is showing an exhibit on 
loan by the Provincial Museum ca~. ed "Toy 
Theatre" and a photo exhibit of our native plants 
and wildflowers during May and June. Museum 
is closed Sun. & Men. Hours are 12-5 and on 
Fridays 12-8 
Search in Azodan 
waters 
LONDON (AP) - -  The de- 
fence ministry announced 
that a tlTree-man bomb- 
disposal team left a Bri~h 
base late today to drop by 
parachute onto the cruise 
liner Oriana off the Azores 
after a bomb tin'eat was 
received. The ship has 2,400 
persons aboard. 
The announcement said 
the team left the Royal Air 
Force transport base at 
Lyaeham, England, in a 
Hercudes plane. 
The bomb tlu-eat was con- 
telnsd in a letter delivered 
earlier in the day to the 
London offices of P and O 
Steam Navigation Co., ~ 
owner ~ the 43,340-ton liner. 
P and O said the threat 
was turned over to Scotland 
Yard which called the 
defence ministry. Capt. 
Philip Jackson, master of 
the Oriana, was also advised 
by radio, a P and O 
spokesman said. 
The company said Jackson 
ordered a search of his ship 
which is carrying ,600 
passengers and 800 crew. 
P and 0 would give no 
details of the threat or who 
made it. 
The Oriana left 
Southampton on Saturday 
for a 20.day Caribbean 
cruise. The vessel was'last 
reported to be north of the 
Azores in the Atlantic. 
"We are not sure yet 
whether passengers will he 
evacuated," the P and O 
spokesman said. 
Whence comes man, wbithar 
goes he? "He comes from 
God's aspiration and eaters 
into God's perfection. 
'High" concert atop 
Vancouver with Valdy 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  themouatoin, nsedforskilng 
Shyhtgh rock 'n roll made a 
rousing debut here this 
weekend ,-CO metres above 
in the winter, was clear half 
an hour after the concert' 
ended. 
cRoWN POINT, Ind. 
(l~anter) - -  A U.S. ekydiver 
was killed Sunday ~d a 
Canadian companion was 
critically injured when the 
two collided in mid-air and 
plunged 900 metres (3,000 
feet) to the ground, police 
said. 
Kevin Shay, 28, a Chicago 
photographer, struck the 
ground at an estimated 330 to 
500kilometres per hour when 
his parachute failed to open 
after the collision, a police 
spokesman said. 
Joseph Wielgosz, 24, of 
Wlanipeg, Man., managed to 
only partial ly open his 
peraehute and came down 
fast"  and hard, the 
spokesman said. Wielgosz 
was listed in critical con- 
dition in hospi ta l  with 
multiple fractures on the left 
side of his body. ,. 
The accident occurred 
during filming of a televislon 
comunercial near the town of 
Grifflth in northwest In. 
' diana. 
Shay had a camera 
strapped to his helmet and 
was to film Wlelgosz and 
another skydiver free 
falling, 
The third ekydiver was not 
~ffirect 
Mutts, 
Marijuana, 
and munchers 
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) -  
Semcone just didn't get the 
message. 
Librarians at the 
University of Idaho library 
the city on Grouse Mountain. 
About 6,000 people lzgid $8 
for the sky-ride up the 
mountain and a savon-hour 
concert Saturday that in- 
cluded British Columbia 
folkslnger Valdy and 
headliner Burton Cum- 
mings, formerly of Win- 
nipeg's Guess Who. 
Sitting on hay spread over 
the snow still remaining in 
aceastteally-excellent 
Paradise Bowl, the crowd 
enjoyed the sunshine, 
watched hang-giidsrs and 
gave organizers a good 
reason to believe that their 
planned series of sununer 
concerts on the mountain 
will be a roaring success. 
The problems anticipated 
in moving people up the 
~po'un ra in  never  
materialized. Expecting 
line-ups fur the sky-ride 
which can move about ,700 
people an hour, crowds 
began arriving at 9a.m. and 
the upward• movement 
continued until about 3p.m. 
A line-up did occur late in 
the day, 10ut organizers said 
Canadian 
casualties 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  are pandering the condition 
'Command cra f t '  of a book that was recently 
catches Carter 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
President Carter, reversing 
"his earlier decision, has 
approved Pentagon plans for 
two more ultrnsolM~sticated 
flying war rooms which U.S. 
leaders might use to com- 
mand the country's armed 
forces in a nuclear war. 
The additional Airborne 
Emergency Command 
Pests, at about $26 minion 
each, would be the most 
costly aircraft in the United 
States. 
Three of the .jumbo jet 
planes already " are 
operating. The fourth, with 
more advanced equipment, 
is being readied for service 
next year. 
Shortly after he became 
president last year, Carter 
was briefed aboard one of 
the E-4A command planes by 
members of the military 
hattie staff who would run 
the aircraft's elaborate 
equipment in time of war. 
The planes would provide 
a hevenfor the president and 
top civilian and military 
returned, 
Ent i t led  Behav iOr  
Problems in Dogs, the 
volume includes an~,ntry on 
hew a person should keep his 
or her dog from chewing on 
wrong things like the 
fumitm~, shoes and books. 
The book was rcturned 
wWchewed. 
ANADARKO, Okla: (AP) 
- -  Maps are a popular item 
in this southwest Oklahoma 
town, particularly the ones 
that show the location of a 
marijuana field. 
"We caught some kids 
from Cement and Cyril 
selling maps of |t for $5 
e~ch," said Sheriff Walt 
Brown. "They were selling 
maps to soldiers and kids 
and making money at it, too. 
"Trouble in, we couldn't 
charge them with anything," 
Brown Said. "There's 
nothing wrong, legally, with 
making and selling maps." 
The maps, which point out 
a large marijuana field 
flourishing along a creek 
bank, will apparently he of 
short-term value• 
Brown said he and land- 
By THECANADIANPRESS leaders in the event a 
A twe.year-old girl killed 
Monday in a twe.nar crash 
near Renfrcw, Ont., about 50 
Idlometrcs west of Ottawa, 
was among at least 77 par- 
who died accidentally in 
Canada during the Victoria 
Day weekend. 
A survey by The Canaclian 
Press from 6 p.m. Friday 
until midnight Monday night 
local times also showed 50 
other traffic deaths, 8 
drownings, two men in train 
accidents, two persons in an 
airplane crash, one fire 
death, a girl who died In a 
swinuming accident, a boy 
killed in a fall and a person 
run over by a tractor. 
The Canada Safety Council 
'estimated that between 52 
and 57 persons would die in 
traffic accidents during the 
weekend, which ended at 
midsight Monday night. 
In 977, there were m traffic 
deaths during the Victoria 
Day holiday weekend. The 
worst year on record was 972 
with a7 traffic deaths. 
quebec reported 22 traffic 
fatalities, five drownings, 
one fire death and the tractor 
death. In Ontario, there were 
nine traffic deaths, three 
drownings, a boy killed in a 
fall, a swimming d~ath and a 
man run over by a train. 
Manitoba had two traffic 
deaths, two drownings and 
two persons killed in an 
airttaft erasb. Alberta had 
five traffic deaths and four 
drownings. 
in British Columbia, seven 
persons died in traffic ac- 
cidents and one person 
drowned. 
Nova Scotia reported two 
traffic death and one 
drowning. New Brunswick 
had two drownings, one 
traffic fatality and a man 
found dead after a train ran 
over ldm. 
Two persons died in traffic 
accidents in Saskatchewan. 
Prince Edward Island had 
one traffic fatality. 
There were no accidental 
deaths in Newfoundland. 
The survey excludes In- 
dastriM accidents, slayings 
and known suicides. 
nuclear attack threatened 
destruction of the capital. 
DISMAYED AT COST 
Mter that flight, Carter, 
who was reported to be 
dismayed at the cost of the 
added planes, told Defense 
Secretary Harold Brovm in 
effect not to buy the planned 
frith and sixth models. 
The six.plane fleet had 
been originally planned by 
the Ford administration. 
Carter's change of mind 
was indicated in a speech 
Monday by Assistant 
Defense Secretary Gerald 
Dinneen at Hanscomb Air 
Force Base, Mass. 
"The defance department' 
has recently received from 
the White House approval to 
proceed with the acquisition 
of a fleet of six ... FA air- 
craft," Dineen said. 
owners are buying her -  
bieides and plan to spray the 
marijuana field. 
PBOVO, Utah (AP) - -  If 
you've heed hiding a certain 
secret aste for toes, relax-- 
you're not alone. 
Educational psychologist 
Frederick Smith saYS his re. 
search indicates up to 5 per 
sent of Americans might bite 
their toenails. 
Smith discovered toenail. 
biters while researching a 
cure for fingernail biting for 
a docterote at Brigham 
Young University. Two of his 
75 volunteer fingernail biters 
mentioned they also chewed 
their toenails. Smith then 
questioned the other 73. 
"To my surprise, 2 addi- 
tional subjects said they 
were presently or had bean 
tseuailblters," Smith said. 
Ambigious anthropology 
MANILA (Reuter) - -  The by U.S. anthropologist 
Philippines government ac- Rchert Fox in 963. 
knowledged today that dis- 
covery of a remote tribe of 
cave dweHem, announced 
with great fanfare last week, 
was made at least 5 years 
ago. 
The official Philippines 
news agency said the 
group--whlch the govel'n. 
meat has called Tao't Bate, 
or Stonemen--was the same 
Fox said they live in t~ 
eaves for only a few months 
of the year and spend the 
rest of the year in forests 
near the caves, set in an 
extinct volcano. 
The official news agency 
report did not explain why 
the discovery WaS presented 
as new when President 
Ferdinand Marc= and his 
ks the Ken-ey group whose family made a highly- 
presence in southern puhlie/zed visit to them last 
Palawan was first reported week__  
Moddd moonshine. 
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) --  
Four persons arc dead in 
west -cent ra l  Georg ia  
.became a moonshiner may 
have tossed an old ear 
battery into his mash, 
poisoning the whisky with 
lead, says Dr. James Collins. 
But re lat ives of those 
victims and seven otllers 
who have become ill will not 
help him find the still, Dr. 
Collins said Monday. 
The doctor said he first no- 
ticed the symptoms about 
eight months ago, and the 
first victim died about two 
months later. The most 
recent death was three 
weeks ago. 
The home.made whisky 
• may be poison because the 
Anglo-phones 
"bigots" 
TORONTO (CP) - -  quebec 
Premier Rens Levesque said 
today that bigot is a ~oed 
word to describe the people 
who booed when part of 0 
Canada was sung in French 
at baseball games in Toronto 
during the holiday weekend. 
He said the booing was 
symbolic of the- problem 
facing the country and was 
not surprised by it. 
"The same sort of "thing 
happened at a hockey game 
a/couple of years ago," he 
said. "It is too bad there are 
people like that on beth 
sides. 
"It represents, let's say, 
sort of the estrangement of 
people based on cultural 
negation of the ether," he 
said in a brief statement as 
be arrived at the Ontario 
legislature buildings for a 
day of private meetings with 
Premier William Davis. 
The booing occurred at 
Sunday and Monday games 
of Toronto Blue Jays of the 
American League. 
Levesque sald he  never 
thought the Official 
• Languages Act would solve 
any problems. 
He said Quebec realizes 
the rest of Canada nd North 
America are English 
speaking and doesn't want o 
change that. 
mommhiner'"cond~mes it in 
car radiators which have 
lead in them;" the Man- 
chester physician said. Or 
"he may throw an old auto 
hattery in it." 
".The sulphurtc acid makes 
the mash work off better. 
People who don't know any 
chemistry don't know there's 
lead in those batteries." 
The victims arc all from 
the same area, the doctor 
said in a telephone in- 
tot view. "There have been 
two or three in one family, 
• brothers and qistere, maybe 
a sister-in-law, all heavy 
drinkers." 
Sheriff Dan Branch said: 
"The relatives nay they don't 
knew where it came from 
and they won't toll you 
anything. Theywon't talk to 
Dr. Collins." 
: .  j . ,  ~.- . 
Fishing rights, approved 
by committee 
By GARRY FAIRBAIRN arrangements, pending 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  completion of a long-term 
The U.S. Senate commerce CanadaU.S. treaty on 
committee approved today fisheries and maritime 
U.S.-Canadian reciprocal boundaries. The 978 
fishing arrangements for agreement wOuld add one 
978, but indicated that full . new feature, allowing B.C. 
Senate approval may not fisharmen to troll for salmon 
come untilafter changes are in a greater area of' U.S. 
"We'll have to do 
someth ingon this Im- 
plementation matter in the 
next few weeks or the sesnm 
will be over," Magnuson told 
the committee. 
Even if the 1978 agreement 
receives full congressional 
approval without changes, 
made. 
Senator Warren Magnuson 
(Dem. Wash.), the com- 
• mit tee 's  authority on 
fisheries matters, com- 
mented that "I 'm not quite 
satisfied with the agreement 
~ resented to us by the state epartment but they're 
working on some revisions." 
Magnmon said he had 
agreed to get the fisheries 
agreement bill to the Senate 
floor, allowing U.S. fisheries 
negotiators to show that the 
United States is not stalling 
on the agreement. 
The bill still needs House 
of Representatives com'- 
mittoe and floor approval in 
addition to full Senate ap- 
proval. 
The agreement would con- 
tinue 1977 reciprocal fishing 
waters. 
The United States, 
however, has so far declined 
to implement he greater 
area because of pressure 
from U.S. weatcoast 
fishermen and because 
Canade failed to comply with 
a provision rcqu'_|rin.g c_lu.sure 
oftheSwiftsure uan~ nsnery 
for conservation purposes. 
ISSUE ULTIMATUM 
Canadian of f ic ia ls ,  
declaring that U.S. refusal to 
open the larger trolling area 
is too great a reprisal for 
Canadian failure to cluse 
Swiflsare, have threatened 
to ban U•S. fisherman from 
Canadian waters. 
A west coast consultative 
committee ofU.S. and Cans- 
dian officials is to meet this 
week to discuss the dispute. 
U.S. officials have promised 
to consult Maguuson and his 
House counterpart before 
• deciding to open the larger 
area to B.C. salmon trollers. 
In other business, the com- 
mittee approved revisions to 
the North Pacific Fisheries 
Act add a bill restricting the 
'operations of foreign 
processing ships. 
The fisheries act would re- 
duce Japanese salmon 
fishing within the U.S. 
mile limit and the second bW 
.would place tight restric- 
tions on U.S. fishermen 
selling their catches to 
foreign processing ships. 
"We want to keep those 
foreign factory ships out of 
the 200-mile l imit," 
Mngnuson onid 
If you reside in Torraoe or 
]'hornbill and do not have 
a paper oarder - \ 
we have a 
SPECIAL 
ON SUBSORliqIONS 
FOR YOU! 
PHOHE 
636-6367 
. .  - .  
HI! 
I'm Pat 
your Iooal distributor 
for Kitimat, 
Get the paper delivered for only 
$3.00 a month (V2 price for 
pensioners) to your door early 
every morning,. ' _. 
Read the local news with your • 
morning .-coffee/ 
For your classified ads, coming 
events, notices or local news just 
carlme... 
Pat Zelinski at 
• 632-2747 
HURS 7-9 a.m. 3-5 p.m., 
MONDAY- FRIDAY 
i 
/ 
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Terraoe Job Feminists not to blame for 
Opportunities family problems, panel says 
Industrial First Aide at- (Comb)Welder, l epening, VANCOUVER (CP) --  stress in marriage and perienee this blame is 
t~datn. 1 vacancy, I.W.A. $10.01 ½ per hour, To do Problems within the family agreed that family problems heavily placed on women" 
Rate Nasa Camp Area welding repair, work on cannot be blamed on must be understood in the because the family is seen as 
~..uiras "B" ticket, camp heavy duty equipment, no feminist ideas and the context of social and eco- her domain, she said., 
rejection of traditional nnmic problems. "We see the break-up of 
ticket necessary, but female roles, delegates to a Gane Errington, director thefamily as a disease of the 
Manager Trainee, open, minimal three years ex- cenfereece of the of the Women's Reagarch family itself," but family 
$800.Og.depending on ex. perience is required. Association of Family Centre here, said the problems houid be looked at perience, Excellent up- Credit Program ConeillationCourts were told predominant idea of • partunltles to promotien to (Trainee), 1 opening, Salary Saturday. nfarriage has been "sloppy 
manager branch locations negotiable, Minimal Grade A panel, including apay- and hypocritical." ' 
throughout province. 12 is necessary, financial 
Auto Mechonle, I opening," background an asset, ex- chlatrtst, apolitieiunandthe Often there is guilt or 
~9.00 per hour, Must have cellent opportunitie fm director, of a women's "shame after a marriage 
experience in repair- Career minded person, research centre, discussed breaks up "and in my e~- 
Overhaul of cars buses, and Bookeeler9 1 vacancy. 
it is an easy scapegoat. 
"It is easier to blame 
feminism than to look at 
society and larger social 
issues," she said, adding 
that many psychological 
theories on the family are 
distorted and unrealistic. 
in a larger social context, MLA Rosemary Brown 
she said, adding that the (NDP Vancouver-Burrsrd) 
trucks etc. 
Journeyman carpenter, 1
vacancy, $10.00 per hour 
depending on experience. 
Prefer Jonrneyperson. 
1 ' Plumber, I opee ing, Unlen 
rate, Must have ticket, must 
be fully experienced in 
serv ice  work and con- 
s t ruet ion ,  oceasiona 
overtime required. 
Ute Insurance agent 1 
• vacancy, $500.00 to ;I,250.00 
a month, Training provided, 
should have background and 
interest in economco. • 
• ~hee Repairman, ! 
'opining, ~0.00 per month, 
must be able to operate all 
'standard equipment and 
:machines involved in the 
trade. 
Registered nurses, 2 
openings, ;7.9O per hour. 
Must be R.N.-Sblfl Win'k, 
• Regi~tcred nurse, 
Registered Nurse, 1 
vacaney, ;6.00 per hour 
depending on experience, 
Performing office nursing 
Duties. 
Electrician, opening, 
LW.A. rate, Must be cur- 
titled, one year sawmill 
eaperlen¢e. 
Head• Technologist, 1 
7enlng, ;1,~8~.00 a month, 
upending on experience. 
Must be able to supervise 
Lab staff, Machine main- 
tonance pregrma nd advise 
duty r~ter. 
IAbrnrinn, 1 opening, 
$17,299-28,400 per annum, 
Suitable professional ex. 
perience,. BLS or MLS 
degree with two years 
re la ted  exper ience  
preferable in vocational. 
academic Institution. 
leatructors, opm, $5.00 to 
;6.4o per hour, Hours will 
vary de l~ .ding on..t~pe~ of.
course any psi'son able to 
colannniceto~a sldll, trade 
or interest to a group of 
Adult students. 
Desk Clerk, I opening, 
1~.~ Per hour, Must be able 
to hnndie desk clerk duties 
must be able to control 
seaLdty of the hotel. 
Cook, I opening, $5.18 per 
boar, Must be able to bust 
bust bust 
Cook, 1 opening, $1,000 to 
• . $1,~00 per a month depending 
on experience. Will be 
required to manage Kitchen 
and staff and to function as 
head cook --  should be fully 
experienced in food costing 
and menu pinnning~ 
Wmreaa, ~ openings, $5.00 
• per hour, TO perform Car-, 
bop duties, must have at 
least six months waiter 
waitress experience. 
Bshysltter, 1opening, ~00 
a month plus room and 
board, (Gosstn Creek area) 
TLive in, two letters of 
reterence is required shift 
work, some hame work, full 
time. 
$15,000.00 per album, Ex- 
lp)o¢~,keeperience in advanced 
Ing, recerd Iron- 
unctions, prepare financial 
s ta tements  ca lcu lat (  
payroll, maintain accounts 
payable and -receivable, VANCOUVER (CP) --The 
prepare budgets. Sun says the annual general 
meeting of the British 
Vocational Instructors, Columbia Medical. 
Open, Marine Engine Association (BCMA) in 
Meehnic, to instruct a Vernon was a bitter eou- 
program of all components frontation between the 
of beth 2 cycle and 4 cycle medicalestablishment and a 
gansllnemarine enginea nd group of militantly con- 
related propulsion corn- seawative doctors. 
penenta. Wage is $1,5~6.~0 to The evening newspaper 
;2,239.00 a month, depending says there was blood on the 
ou experience, floor when the meeting 
Heavy Duty Mechanics, to ended Saturday after the 
instruct pre-appnmlice or militants announced a legal 
apprentice students in all challenge to recent elections 
phases Of their training of the association's Officers 
including beth theory and and pressed unsuccessfully 
practical. Wage is $1,5o6.4o for bylaw changes that 
to ~2,239.00 a manth, would weaken the board of 
Air Brakes Instructor, the directors, where they are a 
successful applicant will minority. 
have the . following. The outcome of the physi- 
qualiflcatlos; clans' civil war could ba~e 
• a) drivers l i~se,  B.C. important consequences for 
valid 
b) Valid B.C. Air Brake 
• certificate 
c)Drivtng experience inan 
air brake equipped vehicle 
Marine Engine Mechanic, 
Doctors Clash 
at conference 
to instruct a program o'  al l  
all components of hot, 2 ment has been willing so far 
Cycle land 4 cycle geon.ine to negotiate quietly and 
marine engines and related settle for relatively small 
components, increases. 
R.C. physicians did better 
Project meniger ,  1 than in any Oth~ provines 
vacancy, $129.00 a weak .negotiating increases in the 
health care in B.C. , 
The militants favor strong 
action to get higher fees for 
doctors, including opting out 
of the medicare plan and 
billing patieala directly. 
The eo-ealled establish- 
3, for a slide show and pot. 
Pre.sehooi *supervisor, 1 tery exhibition. 
opening, ~00.00 to ~800.00 a Presently a mident  of 
month depending on ex- Surrey, where she teaches 
perienee. Supervise pre- part time at Donglsa College 
school staff, administration and the Surrey Art Cater, 
of preschool programs. Jeanne will open the 
exhibition ef he/' pottery for 
certMed are welder, 1 viewingundealeatTp.m.,in 
opening, $tl.32 per hour, 
' Must be Certified Are  the Terrane Library Arts 
Welder. Room. 
The slide show, consisting 
Eg.ecutive Director, I of hietorieal Korean, 
vecailey, ~_2,000 per annum, Japanese, and Chinese pots 
Must possess administrative from the neolithie p~iod to 
abilities and be able to co- the Mung Dynasty, the 
ordinate work, of other construction of a two 
employees and communities chamber hill climbing kiln 
and must possess thom ngh 
understanding of the Native 
Affairs. 
Credit Qmcer 'rraln'ee, 1
opening, salary negotiable, 
Minimal Grade 12 is 
necessary ,  f inanc ia l  
background an asset, ex- 
cellent opportunity for 
career minded person. ' 
~j'~:.~'~;!;!;!;i;!;i;~:.::!~'~l 
UBC grads 
More than 3,000 students, 
including the first graduates 
of theNattve Indian Teacher 
Eduueat ion P rogram 
(NITEP) wi l l  receive 
academic degrees at the 
University of British 
Columbia's 1978 Spring 
Congregation o~/ May 81, 
June I and June 2. 
depending on experience, five years before the federal of New Westminster and 
Experience in building anti-inflation board. . John O'BrienBeil of Surrey. 
constructing eonerete 
foundations, wood framing 
Pottery show pre.SCHOOL teacher, 2 
vacancies, $500.0O 4600.0O a 
mbnth denendin~ on ex- -Jeanne Sarich, who lived daring a three weak course 
perience ; WerI~ under in Terrace for fonr yeers and in Banff, and the con- 
direction' of supervisor owned the GEcontrea Gallery straction and operation of 
. organize and lead activilies ..Un2Qu..ec~swaY., ~wfll. be ha~ her .own..woed. ' ~ .  kiin~ 
of children in preschool. ~ m't~crrace on~amrony,,June'" will start at 8:15 p,m. ' ' 
Everyone isweiceme. The 
evening is sponsored by the 
Terrace Art Association. 
nesday, May 81.-Mr. 
S~dbelt a Doctor of Laws 
degree and Dr. Smith a 
Doctor of Letters d~gree. 
On June 1, UBC vdll confer 
beuarary Doctor of Sdance 
degrees on UBC professor 
emeritm of geeioW Harry 
Warren 'and MeGill 
Univenity principal Robert 
'l~he three-day  Bell. 
Congregation will be held in On the final day 'of 
the War Meanerial Gym- congregation, honorar.~ 
naalum at UBC, starting at Decturof Laws de8rseo witl 
2:lSp.m. each d#~ y. go to Vancouver lawyer 
S/x benorary degrees will Thomas Dolnn'and to B.C.'s 
uso be conferred, and on Agent.General in Leedon, 
June 2 the new chancellor of L.J. Wallace. 
1 Dr. smith and Dr, Warren 
are 1920's graduates of UBC, 
and Dr. Bell, Mr, Dohm and 
Mr. Wallace all graduated 
from UBC in the late 19308. 
For further .information: 
AI Hunter UBC informatlm 
the Univenlty, J.V. Ciym, 
will be installed. 
Former UBC professor 
n~ke~ Smith.and 
Vancouver painter Jaox 
8hadbelt will receive their 
honorary degrees on Wed- 
Three killed in 
Campbell River 
Friday on the Gold Ri~r 
Highway. 
Edna Lorraine Bruce, 55, 
• LETTER FROM LOSERS 
The drama hogan Friday 
at the installation of officers 
when BCMA president Tony 
Mllobar of Kamlnepo halted 
proceedings to read a letter . 
from a lawyer representing 
the tin'ee losing candidates 
quectim~Ing the "credibility 
and integrity of the 
association." 
The letter suggested the 
installation be postponed 
pending an appeal to the 
registrar of companies to 
investigate whether the 
election was conducted "in 
the public interest" as 
required In the Societies Act. 
The three winners stood, 
one by one, to emotionally 
declare themselves, heaest 
men insulted by the "far- 
cleal" and "underhanded" 
attack during a Saturday 
besiness meeting. 
Milebar said later he 
decided to proeecle with the 
inauguration after Pen. 
suiting with assoeiatior 
lawyers. The lawyer's letter 
said the complaint will.go to 
theeoorts if the appeal to the 
registrar fails. 
"It's a very minor matter 
really," Milobar said of the 
cemplainis from the losers, 
Alexander Mandevllle oJ 
Pentieten, Raymmd March 
,CAMPBELL RIVER, B.C. 
(CP) - -  RCMP Monday 
identified Rene Jeanne 
Faireiongh, 30, of Tahals, of Chllliwack, B.C., was in 
B,C., and her children good condition in hospital. 
~bandis, 8, and Shad, 4, us Police said the truei( they 
• the persons killed 38 were riding in wmt out of 
kflomctr~ west of here in a control and plunged into 
sili81e-vebiele accident Upper CampbuU Lake. 
WO.AN WAS F,Rs  
'OVER ' 
The first person to go 
ever Niagara Falls in a 
barrel was  a woman, 
Anna Edaon Taylor, who 
did it Oct. PA, 1901, and es- 
caped unhurt. 
Y 
Only the  female 
mosquito sucks blood-- 
she needs it to lay  her 
eggs. 
t 
DISTRICT OF TEIIIIAi)E 
NOTICE 
REZ01illi6 
Notice is hereby given that a Public 
Hearing will be held on proposed Zoning 
Amendment By-law Project NB. ADP.02. 
7818. 
Tbe proposed amendment is as follows: 
Rezone from R3 Residential to Pl 
Administration & Assembly District 
the following land contained within 
D.L. 838, Plan i105: 
.. N!/2 of NY= of Lots 12 & 13 (4529 Qlson 
Avenue) 
• .SY2 of N]/2 of Lots 12 & 13 (3412 Kalum 
Street) 
. .  N1/2 of Slh of Lots 12 & 13 (3408 Kalum 
Street) 
SY2 of Blocks 14 & 15 '(3330 Kalum 
Street) 
NI/2 of 6locks 14 & 15 (4519 &4523 Olson 
Avenue) 
The proposed By-law may be viewed by any 
and all persons requiring more specific 
Information, during regular business hours 
at the Municipal Hall. 
The  Public Hearing will be held in the 
Municipal Council C.hambers, 3215 Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C. on Monday, May 291h, 
1978 at 7:00 P.M. 
Any and all persons having an interest in 
the proposed Zoning Amendment By.law 
Projec t No. ADP-02.7818 shall take notice 
and be governed accord ing ly .  
E.R. Ha lJsor 
• Clerk.Administrator 
family is "an economic and 
legal unit" serving an eco- 
nomic system. 
When a man wants to get 
out of a marriage, "he can 
leave the family more easily 
and generally has the 
assistance ofthe court," she 
said, but"ff women try to get 
out of the situation, they will 
get little support from social 
institutions and won't be 
helped to leave." 
BLAME NOT RIGHT 
Dr. Susan Stepheason, a 
child l~ychiatrist at Van- 
couver General Hospital, 
said feminism has been 
unjustly blamed as the cause 
of family problems because 
said the family as perceived 
by the law "is quite unreal" 
because lawmakers have not 
kept up with woman's 
changing role in the family. 
"Stress in the family is in- 
creased when the re-organ. 
ization of the family is haxt- 
pered by society," she said 
"Legislators must realize 
that the failure to change 
laws that affect the family 
creates stress in the family." 
Attempts to reduce stress 
within the family will 
require ehanges in family 
law, she said, as well as the 
development and expansion 
of social services such as day 
care, counselling and rape 
relief. 
Weekend 
fatalities 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
A three-year-old child who 
died in a car erash Mun~lay 
was among eight persons 
who died accidentally in 
British Columbia during the 
Victoria Day weekend, 
Seven' died in traffic acci- 
Saturday in'a single-vehicle 
accident at Sardis in the 
Frasa" Valley. Police said a 
car carrying threa'youths 
went off the Vedder Road 
and hit a power pole. 
Police were investigating 
an accident at 100 Mile 
dents. Hotme in which Lorraine RCMP said the child was 
killedin a throe-car accident Rita Cherlle, 16, of Canium 
in the Hardwood section o f  Lake, B.C., was killed 
Nanaimo. Further details Saturday. A spokesman said 
were unavailable. " she was struck* by a vehicle 
Police identified Rulf while creasing Highway 97. 
Ruttich, 26, of Delta, B.C., as 
one of two passengers killed 
Saturday' when a ear went 
out of' control and plunged 
into the Similkamecn River, 
34 kllometres east of Prin. 
cotan in the southern In- 
terior. The name of another 
passenger, missing and 
presumed rowned, was not 
released. 
Wade Elton Savidant, 25, 
of Richmond and Laureen 
~e Clarke, 17, of Calgary, 
killed Saturday whoa 
their ear left the road and 
wentinto the Fraser River in 
Richmond. 
HIT POLE 
Douglas Voyer, 17, of 
Abbotsford, B.C., died 
Brian Irving Craig, 25, of 
Duncan, B.C., drowned 
Saturday when a kayak 
overturned near Nitaat 
Narrows on the west coast of 
Vancouver Island. RCMP 
said three men in a small 
boat saw the kayak overturn 
and attempted a rescue but 
their bOat overturned as 
well. Police said Craig's 
companion' and the three 
men reached shore safely.' 
The sur ly,  'from 6 p.m. 
Friday night to, midnight 
Monday night, 1Goal times, 
does not: include murders, 
stflcides or industrial ac- 
cidents. 
.'.'.-.'.".:.~:::;:'.::~:;;;.;.:.;.;5. 
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Working ideas 
from library 
Now that the weather is 
suitable, perhaps you're 
beginning to think a little 
about working some around 
the house. If you don't know 
quite where to begin your 
public library is certainly 
onepince to start. We have a 
good number of home ira. 
provement books that will 
give you ideas on what to do 
around your place-and how 
to do it. All of these books 
may be found in the 600 
section of the library and all 
of them may be checked out. 
"The Practical Han- 
dyman's Encyclopedia". 
"The Family Circle D%-It- 
Yourself Encyclopedia", 
and the "Popular Mechanics 
lllnstrated Home Handyman 
Encyclopedia and Guide" 
are all useful guides for 
those interested in doing 
thel.r own work around the 
house. These multi-volume 
mcydopedias are profusely 
illustrated with photographs 
and diagrams. They are 
written for easy un- 
derstanding, even for those 
who normally have trouble 
pounding nails in straight. If 
you have ever considered 
~utllng in storm windows, 
llding bookshelves, 
making a table, doing your 
own electricM' wiring, or 
even just whitling wood, 
these books can provide 
some good tips. 
An excellent book for 
descriptions of the various 
toots you may need and how 
to use them is provided by 
"Home Workshop and Tool 
Handy Book" by Edwin P 
Anderson. Detailed 
descriptions are ac-. 
companied by many clear 
diagrams that make this a 
detailed but understandable 
beginning for those not 
acquainted with the basic 
tools found in the well 
equipped workshop. 
For those interested 
specifically in metal working 
there is "Machine Tool 
Metalworking" by John L. 
Feibei" and "Hand and 
Machine Woodworking" by 
H.G. Miller focuses in on the 
. problems and possibilities of 
working with wood. 
"The Complete Book of 
Woodworking and 
Cabinetmaking" by By~ 
W. Maguire offers in- 
structioas on how to carve 
the intricate details unto 
hand made chairs and tables 
that can make your 
creations rival the finest 
work of renaissance 
European and early 
American craftsmen. 
All this and much more at 
your public libraryl 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent. 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent end drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickup 
S148.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 
SI39.00 per month 
lease end price 
S3,O2S.O0 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease eml price 
S1400.00 
or simply return 
78 Econoline Van 
S13&00 per month 
lease end pike 
Sl,975.00 
or s!ml~ly return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,825.00 
or simply return 
78 FI50 4 x 4 
SlaB.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
i nr simply return 
78 C 100 Chev pL 
S129.00 per moat1 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Dodge Van 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or.. simply return 
76 Girls Cutlass 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,025.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT987-7111 ...... • ..... '*~ 
,: 3 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
q 
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Canada is facing a situation much like that of without by serious difficulties with heavy Also, Canada should assume a much stronger greater and increasingly violent. 
the youths who vandalized a-parked RCMP 
vehicle one afternoon, the nfound themselves 
victims of an armed r@bery with police aid 
because the same squad car was laid up for 
repairs. 
With the U.S. defence program in very un- 
certain condition, and the U.S. internal political 
situation highly confused by Watergate and 
other scandals, Canada, which has always left its 
national boundaries up to others -- particularly 
the United States-- to defend, had better take a 
hard look and a realistic look at what lies ahead. 
We have 'always assumed that what the U.S. 
won't do for Canada, we can somehow get the 
U.K. to do. We pride ourselves 'on our good 
relations with European, African and Asiatic 
countries. We harbor the thought that South 
American nations would just love to have 
.canada join the Pan American "club". That we 
haven't -- really-an enemy in the world. 
Meanwhile, we enjoy the sensation of being a 
wealthy country, one of the world's major ex- 
porters, and one that has a high standard of 
living. 
So -we are large, we are rich, and-except for 
some obsolescent U.S. defenses cattered across 
our far north DEW-line, completely exposed to 
attack...from the north, from the west and from 
the east. We need not remark how vulnerable we 
'are, as well, to economic takeover from the 
south. 
Whether or not we dislike to admit it-andthe 
record shows it to be an unpalatable subject- 
Canada has and does rely on the United States to 
defend it in time of attack. Canada,is without a 
single battleship, crulser~ aircraft carrier or 
modern submarine; without a single nuclear 
deterrent, and has only a miniscule (by world 
standards) complement of armed forces. Our 
neighbor to the south and to the north-west, the 
United States, has long been and is our only 
ultimate "policeman". This.is a fact of history. 
It is a plain reality. It is seldom admitted or 
publicly recognized. 
As far as we know, our guardian, the United 
States, has never yet submitted a bill to Canada 
for defence services rendered, running into 
billions of dollars, annually. 
Yet we accuse our "policeman" of investing in 
Canadian business, industry, oil and mining 
exploration, prospecting and development, 
worth billions of U.S. dollars, .-ventures our o~ 
~ ovincial governments have advertised abroad trade publications, missions and embassies. 
We regularly accuse the United States of plun- 
dering our resources--though we accept the 
hundreds of millions of dollars in revenue they 
bring beth tO our private as well+as government 
coffer.s . .. 
Now, our sole seriot/s defender, "the United 
States, is in major trouble. Our policeman is 
wracked by interior maladies, and plagued from 
commitments around the world, to assist "un- 
derdeveloped" countries, the United Nations, 
N.A.T.O., all kinds of defence alliances in which 
it ends up with having to pay the giant share. It 
Is pouring out billions still in vain attempts to 
stabilize political situations In Vietnam, Korea, 
the Middle East, Western ,Europe, the African 
continent, and many a South and Central 
Amertcan country. 
Added to all this is the more than 12,000 miles 
of Canadian coastline, the waters of which are 
known to be frequented, day and night by 
Russian nuclear submarines, "scientific 
research vessels", and so-called "fishing 
fleets", against which Canada has no serious 
means of defensive retaliation, if such becomes 
necessary overnight. 
Allowing for a strong U.S. bias, which is to be 
expected in a news analyst writing from that 
country's capital, what Joseph Alsop has to say 
in today's "Matter of Fact" article, "Danger 
re-opened so it can maintain a frightening array 
of warships in the Arab oil.producing area...the 
Red Sea, Indian Ocean andPersian Gulf. 
A look at Jane's Register of Fighting Ships 
shows the termendous pace that Russia has been 
and is amassing nuclear vessels. We have to ask 
ourselves, "For what purpose"? Russia would 
not go on spending billions of rubles every year 
for prestige only. She must have a reason. What 
is that reason? The Russian fleet is just about fig 
• enought o give it the supremace of the world's 
seas. Observers would say it  has been large 
enough for some time now. Yet still she con- 
tinues at a breaknect rate. - 
Can Canada defend itself against any of the 
major powers? The answer is probably a quick 
"no". Does Canada have aggressive major 
powers to worry about? That answer can be not 
so quickly made. Should the U.S. influence as a 
world power continue to decline at its present 
rate, while the Soviet, Chinese and. Japanese 
nations find themselves forced to look more 
closely at their American neighbor, Canada--fat, 
rich,-vast and defenseless, with a dealing U.S. 
deterrent -the ultimate fate of Canada can only 
be imagined. 
What can Canada do now ? We would suggest 
a more realistic approach to Canadlan-U.S," 
relations. With hardly a friend in the world--or 
seemingly so- the United States is in need of the 
kind of assistance Canada hP.s to offer. One 
might compare the U.S. to a powerful tractort 
with thousands of horsepower under its hood, but 
no payload to pull, and Canada to a valuable and 
use fu l  payload, making that tractor a wor- 
thwhile and useful proposition. Each needs the 
other. 
Ottawa Offbeat , 
Spend and be damned style 
Otfawa,-Senater George Mcliraith, who has been around 
Parliament as long as John Dlofenbaker, throws up his hands 
and mutters "I don't believe it" when you ask him about 
gaLikvernment spending. , 
e Die~, the Senator first came to the Commons in 1940 
served in the governlnents ofPrime Ministem McKeazie 
• King, Louis St. L-aarmt, .Lmter Pearson and Pierre Trudean. 
He was a member of the St. Lanrent, Pearson and Trudeau 
cabinets before going to the Senate six years abe. 
In'his days in the MeKenzie King government he was 
Parliamentary Secretary to C. D. "Trader" Howe, the 
enormously capable "Minister of Everything" during the 
war and immediate post-war years. 
It may have been that his service with C.D. HoWe celornd 
hlaviews of government spending-although in hla" day "The 
Trader" was a spender of some fame. 
For if it wasn't carved on his tombstone, it has been in- 
dollbly written on the record of Parliament that he had a 
certain contempt fur mere money when there was an urgeat 
Job to be done. 
While he never actually uttered the words, old C.D. may 
forever be quoted as asking "What's a million?" and if the 
armed forces want a gold.plated piano, l'll get 'am a gold- 
plated piano." 
So be it, "The Trader" was a spender. 
And as his Parliamentary Assistant, George Mcllr~ith, i 
for 33 years Liberal MP for Ottswa Centre, mast have 
developed an immunity to "big spending shock" 
But not of the larger.than-life, glant-enonomy-sisnd- 
enormity of the "spend-and.be-dsmned" style of Pierre 
Trudoan. 
~ed eed 0f most any government these flays. uamr mcllralth"just can't understand the numbers/' as 
he says in awe of the billions of dollars that routinely get 
teased around. 
When he hears about it in the Senat, after rending about it 
happening in the Commons, the good Senator who, as Public 
Works Minister, built today's multi-towered Ottawa, finds it 
beyond understanding. [TE RACE/KIT+ AT 
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"HOW do they do It?" he asked the other day, 
~Innploymmt Mbister Bud Cullan made clear recently 
when, inan almost offhand fashion, he disclosed a )4 million 
overpaymont of Unemployment lmurance benefitS. 
He didn't qui+ ts shrug it off. " 
But he did discount i  as "Just a mistake, a human error 
made by an official of my department." 
The 1.5,000 unemployed who had been overbenofittnd would 
be requfrod to repay It, he said, but "no hardship" would be 
inflicted in its collection. 
And ~o, of course not- the bureaucrat who made the $4 
mlilim "mistake" of miscalculating the unemployment 
payoff rat's- would not be penalized nor disciplined. Perbh 
the thought. • 
Then there was the alarm that the government's Fitness 
and Amateur Spot branch had blown $9 million through, 
whet eke, "bunglkg.". 
All wu f~ffiven and forgotten when it turned out to be 
"only a few thousand," 
How many? Who cares? What's thousand? Or even a 
dollar? 
But the fedn are not alone in the stupidity of their 
bockkeap~, 
Provincial and munlcipal governments are afflicted with 
the same . it 's only money" syndrome, • , 
Like Premler Bill Davis' Ontario Tories who discovered 
they owe $I billion to the teachers' pension fund. 
How come? 
Well, they "forgot" about inflation and those searing 
'school +salaries. 
Search for Roots 
By ANN PRINCE ' family he~k toroyalty or to a 
Two years ago, Roots, the long-unclaimed fortune, to 
story of an American family put the dreams away. The 
Inspired people everywhere " odds against finding such a 
in North America to go in fairy tale.are so great they 
search of their own family are'not worth considering." 
origins. As moot were to 
discover, it is not exactly an 
easy task. , 
Canadians were not im- 
mune to this new fascination. 
But in' Canada, it seems 
weryone is from somewhere 
else, and beyond the first or 
second generation the trails 
into the elusive past peter 
out into oblivion. 
Now howwer,, there .is a 
book that will expedite and 
simplify the amateur's at- 
tempts in the field of 
genealogical research. I~ 
Search of Your Roots: A 
Guide for Canadians Seeking 
Their Ancestors, by Angus 
Baxter, is a well-written, 
easy.tofollow manual, in. 
eluding heli~[ul tips gleaned 
from l~xter'a own 
genealogical experiences. 
Baxter is practical. Right 
from the be~luning he warns 
the idealist amateur that if 
he is expecting to trace the 
In his introduction, he sets 
out six common mistakes 
madebynevtce . 
genealogists. For instance, 
common name does not 
preclude a shared family 
heritage. Just because your 
name is "Wellington" ~loes 
not mean you are a kinsman 
of the Duke of Wellington. 
From the initial chapters 
that discuss the rudimmts of,' 
ancestor-hunting, Baxtsx 
devotes the rest of the book 
to the more difficult 
dilemma of exploring gov- 
ernment, church 'and 
communi ty  records .  
Whereas the first sections 
are mainly comnim sense, 
these late~ + chapters are 
overflowing with advice that 
is the product of the author's 
experience in the 
genealogical field, in- 
formation that the layman 
would ,wt discover on his. 
own, 
leadership role with her sister commonwealth 
countries, such as Australia, the U.K., New 
Zealand, India, South Africa and the hundreds of 
other pieces of. the Commonwealth scattered 
around the g4ohe. This stronger alliance would 
enable Canada to deal with the U.S( as a wholly 
equal partner, rather that as a 51st state. 
Meanwhile, Canadians can do their share by 
keeping themselves ~ore inteilige~ ly informed 
on what is happening in a worl¢ th l is growing 
smaller and smaller and a population getting 
Meanwhile, let us question the dubious 
reputation we must surely have of being, next to 
the Communist countries, the United States most 
constant critic. 
History has a way of ensuring that no nation, 
can for too long, remain a +disintersted spectator, 
Surely Canada must have a more useful role to 
fill, even if for her own future's sake, and 
forgetting the overworked' "good neighbor" 
cliche. 
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Let ters  
_ .   ,.P,.ohlem ; . . . .  .... , students disruptive 
Deer Sir; If the discipline in a par- hands with glee at their 
The local School Board ticular school Is not up to the sudden sadden access to 
came under heavy criticism public's expectation the power. For the teacher the 
school administration as frustration will bulld; the recently over what was 
described as a lack of policy 
regurdin8 the hir ingand 
treatment of administrators 
and teachers. I would have 
to disagree with the 
suggestion that this is 
something that has only 
occurred in recent year| ; 
but some of the concerns 
expressed in those letters 
ware very real, The in. 
tontion to label this problem 
as the result of the work of 
several newcomers to the 
Board is at best a cheap 
political ploy. 
However3 1have a concern 
which should be of much 
greater interest o parents 
than whether ecently hired 
principals are competent or 
whether a local applicant 
should be given con- 
eideration over a non-local 
applicant. 
In our society every child 
who desires an education has 
the right to an education. 
The conflict begins when 
another child interferes with 
that' fight. Does the prob- 
blem student, a minority, 
'have the right to interfere 
with the learning of the 
majority or does the 
educational institution have 
an obligation to the majority 
who want to learn. Most 
• pe@le would agree that the 
schools priority should be in 
favour of the majority and if 
it becomes necessary to 
remove the problem by 
expulsion, so be it.' 
The decision to expel a 
problem student is only 
made after repeated.at-  
tempts to find alternative 
solutions. The process is 
exhausting and the public 
would be amazed at the 
abuse that other students, 
teachers, and principals are 
subjected to during the 
rocess. The dispropor. 
onsto amount of time that 
is spent o the detriment o f  
the majority who truly want 
an .education is tragic, 
At present a recom- 
mendation to suspend a 
student, beyond 5 days 
(accumulated uring the 
year~ or a recommendation 
to expel a student must be 
referred to the districl 
superintendent or a com- 
mittee of the Board, This is 
where the situation becomes 
interesting, The public is 
convinced that discipline in a 
school is the responsibility of 
the schools administration. 
well as its staff are held 
accountable. So it hun been 
for y.ears and so it should be, 
The truth is that it isn't, The 
Board and the district 
superintendent can and, in 
this district, do influence 
school discipline far more 
than the public is aware, 
Admin is t ra tors  and 
teachers are appointed to 
perform spoelfio functions. 
Presumably they are ap- 
• pointed because the Beard 
has  confidence in their 
abilities, Then ff in the 
professional opinion of a 
principal supported by the 
teachers the learning 
situation in a classroom is 
adversely affected by the 
actions of a student and ff all 
other solutions have been 
tried the superintendent and 
the Board have an obligation 
to support them in re~noving 
the problem. To appoint a 
, principal and deny him any 
kind of support erodes his 
authority and effectiveness. 
To continually procrastinate 
an unpleasant decision in the 
matter of school discipline is 
as much as giving up on 
discipline entirely. The 
school itself cannot hen he 
held responsible for what 
the public sees as a failure to 
enforce a measure of proper 
conducL 
In dealing with problem 
students one can hardly 
expect elected trustees to be 
objective. Disciplinary 
measures are unpopular 
with the recipient and hla 
parents and trustees are as 
sensitive to public opinion as 
any elected official. One can 
hardly blame them for 
perpetuating the myth that if 
there is anything wrong with 
the school,;, it mast be the 
staffs fault. It is all so. 
politically convenient. It is 
time that the Board and the 
District Superintendents 
Office were held ac- 
countable. Theoretical 
solutions to problems from 
those who have never been in 
the classroom or those who 
have been out of tou~h for so 
many years areeasy to come 
by. 
And so teachers and 
principals will continue to go 
through the motions. "The 
job will get done in spite of 
the interference in the 
everyday operation of s 
school, Trustees and 
superiors can wring their 
, 
dedication will eventually go 
and he will retreat into the 
comfortable isolation of his 
own classroom. He no longer 
gets involved in problems 
outside his classroom door 
because discipline Just isn't 
worth the hassle, If that 
happens whose loss is it 
really? 
A Parent 
I 
Dear Sir, 
I recently asked for, and 
received, hack issues of the 
Daily Herald in order to 
familiarize myself with the 
cases of cruelty and neglect 
of animals with which our 
S,P.C.A. agent Gordie Howe 
has been involved, 
It is very obvious that an 
S.P.C.A.; properly run, by 
ded icated  people, is 
desperately needed in the 
Torrace.Thornhlll aren. For 
this reason, Mr. William 
Leach, Executive Director, 
B.C.. S.P.C.A. will be in the 
area on or about June 7th. 
Mr. Leach and the Kitimat 
Branch Executive will be 
pleased to assist in, the 
formation of a Terrace 
Branch, A minimum of 
twenty people are needed to 
receive a warrant and they 
mast he prepared to work 
hard raising funds, and 
he~rding animals prior to 
adoption. As well they must 
he prepared for a great deal 
of frustration, 
Animal neglect and 
cruelty is against the 
• Criminal Code of Canada 
but, in order for a ease to go 
to court, it must be proven 
that the neglect or cruelty is 
wilful. Moat of the eases we 
deal with are due to the 
ignorance of the owners, of 
the animals needs. We are 
more interested ineducating 
owners than in leaving them 
with a criminal r~cord. 
Our Branch has a contract 
with the District of Fdtimat 
for dog control. In return for 
this service we have two full 
time inspectors, a full 
maintained and serviced 
truck, a shelter for both 
impounded dogs and our own 
wafts and strays, animal 
food, cleaning materials anq 
euthanasia materials, aL 
supplied by the District. 
Inspectors alaries are also 
paid by the District. + 
We hove managed to 
combine dog control and the 
t 
humane work of an S.P.C.A. 
and feel that we perform two 
very necessary functions, 
and, because of our love of 
helpless animals can take 
the abuse hurled at as by 
some owners of impounded 
dep. What they don't know 
is that we wouldrathor have 
them screaming ,~t. us than 
get a call to go out and pick 
their doll off the road either 
injured or dead, In- 
cldmtally, the fines mast he 
among the highest in B.C. 
and have proven to be a 
deterrent, An unlicensed 
dos at .large will coat his 
owner $98.15 for the first 
day. The price goes up by 
~.15 per day. We can only 
keep a dog for 72 hours, If 
not claimed it is either put to 
sleeporup for adoption. The 
now owner must pay all 
f ines. .This prevents the 
ori~ginal owner from 
adopting his own dog back 
for a smaller adoption fen, 
We have excellent rapport 
with the media, the R.C.M.P. 
and the District of Kitimat. 
• Help is always available 
when needed and is much 
appreciated. 
Animal overs are asked to 
contact us at 632-3826 
(evenings) or P.O. Box 215, 
• Kitimat, B.C. VgC 2G7 in 
hopes of a better deal for the 
helpless , creatures who 
depend on us. 
Memberships are ~:00 per 
• year and give an owner 
$10,000.00 legal liability for 
all animals owned by him 
Yours sincerely 
Phyllis LeBlano 
President 
Kitimat Branch "S.P,C.A/ 
TODAY IN HISTORY , 
..By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
May 25, 1978 
The Royal Society of 
• Canada was founded 96 
years ago today--in 1B82--to 
promote science and 
literature. There now are 
about 450 members in five 
sections: French culture, 
English culture, exact 
sciences, biology and other 
sciences Election to the 
' society is an honor, and the 
group swards medals and 
scholarships both on its owzi 
account and on behalf of the. 
+,  . 
Canadian government. 
1889-lgor Sikorsky, 
helicopter inventor, was. 
horn. 
IB89-:-Dashie] Hammett, 
creator of Sam Spade, was 
horn. 
t / 
/ ,  
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Canad ians  st i l l  l os ing  Fishing;" " report  Indest ructab le  Marsha l l  
By THE cANADIAN PRESS inning. The Twim' reliever winning 2-1 and iming 9-3, 
="°  f rom lVt l"T  Bnay W,eo .,=.o,. .-,- ... ="--d.. 0. , . .  , - - . . ,  Canadian national teams questlou of convlncinll the mtt'eu thei0amor part of the in trouble these days, all victory and the Twlns' sixlh Oakland A's split with 
continued to llet much Birls they can beat hem, too, pme, whlch is spiking," they have to do.is dial "M" in their last seven games, . Chicago winning e-2 and 
needed experience but still They are starting to ice it admitted team captain Greg for Marshall. Mariners 10 Royais 1 Oaklnd taking the nightcap 
feet to'world champion Ja- and it is giving them con. Russell. of Victoria. by Don Peanon • salmon as well as many "His arm ' is in- Tom House scattered nine 8-0, Minnesota stopped Kan- 
fld~ce," "Defence is much harder to Custom'Spot'ts small fish. ,Crabs and destructible," MlnnesoU hits and Seattle took ad- us  City 3.2, Texas defeated panes teams at a five- 
country  inv i ta t iona l  The Canadian men were pick up, The tide this morning at bottom fishing didn't show manager Gene Mauch said vantage of a sloppy Kansas SeatUeMarinerJS-4and MII. 
volleyball tournament unlucky not to win at leut MK Bay Marina adjusted since most people were after watching Mike Mar- City defence to rout the waukee Brewers edged Tuesday, 
The Canadian women, o~e of their l~'nu, en|oyinll "The Jal~nese have one to Kitlmat waters will be: salmon fishing, shall, save another game Royak. House, w~o had been California Angels 2.1. 
with eoaoh Moo Park of some success at the net guywhohmplay~mfour Lowatl0:20a,m,,.8feet The good fishing areas Monday night, workinll primartly out of the Saturday, Toronto 
Vancouver substitutln8 where .they blocked and Olympic teams and most of High at.4:40 p.m,, 14.2 were Sue Channel, Costa Marshall has truly been a bullpen in recent weeks, got defeated New York. I0.8~ 
freely late in the match, fell spiked with the world th~ have played on the feet bland and the Bish Creek subject for superlatives the starting assignment be- Ba l t imore  de feated  
15-2, 15-4, 15-11, while the champions, national team for several area. since his return to baseball cause of a hectic schedule Cleveland 2.1, Boston beat 
men walled a l~-hour battle yem, They know a lot more Douglas Channel fishing Note to Terrace Just a week ago, In that that has the Mariners Detroit6.5,0aklandatopped 
with the Japanese before DefendinBtheNemdline, a bouthowtoreadaplayand during the past long residents: the Mud R|vev period, the burly right, playing nine games in gevm Chicago 4-3, KamNm City 
lmlng 15-11, 1H, IH, however, proved more _dill the ball out beeatae of weekend for throe who area in near Terrace has bander has won a game and days. doubled the score on MIn. 
Park, who began getting difficult, thkt experience." braved the rough weather, the earliest Spring slamon saved four others, Including Red Sex 6 Blue Jays 4 nesota 6-3, Milwaukee 
his less experienced " was very good. Two 42 run of the northwest coast, I Monday nlght's 2.0 victory Carl Yastrzanski belted a defeated California 6-4 and 
"°" "  '°'° " '  " "  Bru i "s  cou ld  ..-'n ' " " '  ,.r,o,,, Go.. . . . . . .  homer in the Seattle surpriseclTexas7-3. 
when he felt his starters poundSprini, one~pound thkyear. I In five appearances in a elghthlnningto leadBoston 
wa'm't doing the Job, was : J L  Sprl~, one ~ and one 25 A new fishing law in I Twins' uniform, Marshall is over Toronto and give rookie 
happywlthther.ults, J~  u ~ o r ~ m  potmdSpringswerecauBht Kitimathasacommerciall yet to give up an earned run, Alan Ripley hi, fintmaJor H IGHER SALES 
_,"I _.was,..particularly 111  by Channel fishermen, clolure to crab iishing in I He has pitched a total of league victory. Yastr- PREDICTED • 
eight innings and allowed zemaki's blast over- LONDON (CP) -- The 
iae,mee wtm me play of the Most boats eauBht the Douglas Channel, [ Just one hit and one walk, shadowed two home runs by motor industry expects 
rookies, especially Karen "I've seen the guy do so Toronto's John Mayberry. 1,600,000 cars to be sold in 
" "  = . ,  = ,= =, .=- .= . , ,=  . . , .  °  ,rwr Inter  c"-" f l y  many wonderful things that Jim Rise hit his 14th homer Britain this year, more than 
me her because she had a a Same Jn the Montrml them. . =. it's hard for me to slnBle out forBcston, atwo-runshotin at any time since the oil 
slnlned ankle. Forum since Oct. 30, 1970, After all, this was ml~ty what he's doing now as any the first, "crisis In 1973 and an Increase 
different," said Mauch, who In Sunkees wept a pair of 150,000 on the orlginal 
"~ '~"=='="  "= '= '="  tae t'r-J- field . o ,  managed Marshall from Toronto I-l, 9.1. fo.~st,  Then~vpradletlon set they are bearable," he cannot dolt tonight when the see.ailed ezpe~ta expected to when both were with Men. Baltimore Orioles split with is based on record sales In 
added. They have lost to best.of-seven Nations roll ova' the Brul~ in four' treal Expos. Cleveland Indiana 3-0, 2-3, March of 179,233 and a 28- 
China, Cuba and Brazil Hockey Lealue final stral8ht.  ROBINSON Marshall, wlnneroftheCy Detroit Tigers and Boston l~r-cent Increase In sales 
• resumes against the CONFIDENY CanadimJ with the ~ les  *'But our backs arm't to The first (to-be) annual The Planning Committee Young Award in 1974 with split a ~ l r  with Detroit during the first quarter. p engu.ns  f t .  24., the wall," told delencmlan NORTHWEST INTERCITY of thls year's Northwest Log A~eles-Dodgers, made 
There Is no doubt the LarryRoblnson. "The series TRACK AND FIELD MEET Intercity Track and Field his last appearance in the 
Bruins have Is tied a~4 we're home. was held at Skeena Junior Meet feek that he meet was ma]ors with the Rang~s last 
lllgh School on May ~0, /p -=  gr momentum going after We're in s~d shape," a success; it did serve the June. He appeared to be 
• w. . .~.  4-3 on Bobby $ch. Robinson may think that • Became thim meet will purple for which iL was finished with baseball after purse mautz s goal at e:eO of over • wty and m may ume of the become an annual evmt, the intended, namely, replaces lrduring a knee, 10ut the 
time Sunday night to square other Canadians, but the following results should be greater emphasis on track Twins tooka chance on him, 
for and field in the Northwest to offering a contract on May 
• (AP) crucial pivotal battle Ismo with a I~undle of the meet, and every year, help develop this sport, A lot 15. 
PITTSBURGH the set at X and set up a Bruin~ con~e into the fifth eonsidend the rec~ds 
hopefully, some of them will o~ |~m athletes turned out "The toughest situation in 
be broken and re- baseball ia to come in and get Pittsburgh Penguins, losers tonight. eonfldmce and mommtuin. on the Ice and at the gate, "We re not behind in the "We had a five per-cent and competed. 
will cut losses next season series," 8aid Guy 1.4fleur, chance ~ winning it after established. A brim account Terrace, Kltlmat and one out at the end of an.In. 
witha tights" grip on both whohudmelittlelnthel~t lmlNIthe first two games," o(theoverailrmultafollows: other teams from Prince sins." he said, "You've got 
players and the purse, couple of 8ames for the Mid Bost~ centre Peter Team Totalm: Skeena- Rupert to Houston will be toberi~ht, rlshtnow. Fortu. 
principal owner Edward J. Canadlel. "Two in a row Me.Nab."Then, after wewon Caledonla 2~ points competing Inthe zone finals nately, we accomplished 
DeBartolo Sr, says. doesn't mean anything to us, the third, ou= chances went Thomhlll ~i~ points in Houston Saturday, May .that tonight." 
The National Hockey Maybe It's tougher on our up to ~ ~ cent, Now, Kit/mat- 178 points ~7. Elsewhere in the 
Lea~uedublost~.3millim fambutwe'relum~ll,  not they'm~0-M. Aligregate winners: The ruults wlll be used to American League, Seattle 
and failed to rush the machhlm," Brad Park, Boston's Bantam Boys ,-" Glen l~ek individuals who will MarlnersroutedKansgsCity 
Pa lah lcky  ($keena-  participate In the B.C, -Royak 10.1 and Bmtm Red 
Summer Games in Pe~ticton Sex edged Toronto Blue Jays Stanley Cup playofb ~his It is hard to say Just who defens ive  s tandout  year after a lacklustre Lafleur warn tryin~ to kid. It throughout the plsyoffs Caledo@a) 
~easonrlddledwithinJurlN. wu obvious from the way said: "I'm Just Jo ezdted Bantam Girls- Alarms tldsA~ustlnthesirk13and 54. 
"We Inherited a ruNS," mosto{theMontrmiplayers omin~ backto Montrml Cameron (Skeena- 14 year old category and Marshall came to the 
said DeBartolo, head of a stonnedeutoftheirdrei~i t ledH.l~n'tbel levelt. lm Caledonia) boys 14 and 15 year old rescue of Geoff Zahn, who 
family sport~ empire that room after the fourth [fame so wound up, I can't evm Midget Boys. Lance category, needed help in the eighth 
includesaNatlmalFootball ~undaythattheywlremm~ talk." HenderSon ,eL. . . . . .  
League franchise and Caledonia) 
n~v~¢a, race tracks, Ref  c la ims  "=°" '  The Youngstown, Ohio, (ThornlliU) 
Juvmfle O shopping mall developer 
= cons-'rac--p  y the NHL club at mld-mmmn Juvenile ! and shares its lotus with m- J u rge le l t  
owners Nick Frenzel and AI Caledonia) 
Savlll. BOSTON (ALP) --  An DowHnii mid he knows of , 
He bgred its ledger in an American hockey referee no U.$. cittzm who is a 
interview with a Pittsburgh, who ls out of work uys there rdereeintheNHI, orWHA, 
PostGazette sports writer, is a consplracy to hire euly although by law the two 
It showed season ticket Canadians to referee lm~um ust show the~e are 
and gate "reeelpts of ~.7 l~ofmional prom and has no qualified U.S. citizms , 
million and net revenues o~ filed a $S.8-mfllion suit avaffable in order for alien 
$~-.4 million after tax against the U,$. govern, referees to get work visas. 
l~Ymmts totalling 1344,486 meat, the National Hock~ Dowllnllmldhewo~ked as ~/I"II=N 
and .radio and televislm League and the World 
contract payments of Hockey Auoeiation. s referee in the NHL from FOREST to lff~, and in the WHA 
lN,leg. The suit, fried in federal b'=n. I~S ~ 17/7. He BURNS 
Player salaries w=e the court here Monday by u idhe lint his Job Iflthe 
team's single-largest ex. StephenW.DowliNi, 33,asks 
=.2 million. Over that the U.$. in~at iou  WH& when me~gef talks YOUR MO! 
an, s~d~ amounted to ~,vl== be ~0~=d Cr== between the two leagues GOES UP II 
14.7 million, issuing any  more work failed. SMOKE 
- DeBsrtolo said the organ, permits to alien hockey He said he is available and 
izatim wa~ the worst-ms referees until hk suit can able to referee, and claims F IOTECT 
bl~Iness he's ever seen: heard by a Jury. . ~ he has suffered mt only lou 
"There wu no organizatim. The sixth game e~ me d m~ploymmt, salary and C,~NAD~S 
, . . People weren't coming to NI-IL's Stanley Cup chain, im~lon bmeflts, but the FORESTS 
work In the morning." i~onship serlm k scheduled bemfl= attendant on being a 
He said he aims to cut here for Thursday night, iz'o hockey ref~ee. 
financial losses to $1 mlllio~ 
,:: ...:... ;.;.~... ; ...~. • ~, ' ,¢ ; ,~ , ' ; , '~ : .  ~,: ........... ~. . ........... ~...~.....~.~...;.;....;.;.~...;.~...~.~., next year, but won't ristate •"~"~"":" .... " '  . . . . . . . . .  ~"""~ .................................. 
season.an°ther,,we makedlsmalthingsPlayln8 ~:~"work," :-':ii:'  Buslne$  " 
he said. "We've never failed fl ~ ~ • =, Our Top-of-the-Inn revolving restauranthas a fine reputation for its food. And from your table. 
yet. We've never failed in Not lusted i n  our  • ahythin~ we've started." you and your client will have the finest view in the entire city of Vancouver's constantly changing harbour. 
The DeBartolo ,ports il 6 . " Te l  Dlreotory  In Vancouver, commonwealths harbour side San Franelsco '49ere, and. n n n t • 
Investmmts. in three race 
Thistledown,neartraeks: Shr veport,L°ulslana=lear D°wns i l l '  L ,  ;-':; ----,,.'-- Hohday' Inn hotel makes your bus ness" lunch 
Cleveland, and Balnaoral i~ , an unexpected pleasure , ," WATER L ILY  BAY RESORT -798.2267 outside Chlcalto. We're The Penguins account for TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL CENTRE -635-3300 
a relatively modest $1.8 
million of the family $80 BOYDS BODY SHOP- 635.9410 
million sports fortune. B'ut Listed they'll receive a larger GEMINI EXCAVAI~ING - 635.3479 Commonwealth 's  Holiday Inn sliding glass doors to let in the 
proportion of its attention i  . Vancouver-City Centre is a fresh sea air. 
'the months ahead, - I  insist, on maxhnum ~ _ r ~ _ /  Free - 'o r  ONE month ¢ourtesy of l"HE new. 455 room hotel at the So. next time you visit Van- 
effort," he said. "Idon't care I I V ~ v i  DA ILY  HIE RALD hearl ol the city and right on couver, stay with us and make 
the harbour, your business trip a pleasure. who it is. If I just hear a 
player isn't trying, I won't 63§7 • Our revol~ing restaurant is just ~ , ~ , -  
toi~rateit. I'll get rid of hhya. If yQU wish your Business Phone one example of how different we 
I think that even ff a team listed for your customers please call m are for the business traveller. ,~ ,~ '  ,~" -~ 
loses, the fans feel they got '~..:~:~:';~;.;.:';';~;.;~;~;:;':~;;:~;:.;;~;:;~`:.;:;::.;~;.:~;~:~:~:~:~;.:~:~:.:~:a;;~;~;~:.:':~:~:~:~:~;~:~:~:~;~:~:~;~;.;~;s~;.;.;.;~;:;:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~;` Other examples are free indoor , ,~  
their money's worth i '  the guesl parking 7 (ully equipped ~ . ~ _ ~ ~ : ~  
team hustles," meeting rooms, secretarial I" 
C o g  d ~ service upon request and a'free ~ ~ ~ . ~  r 
][1. ra  ~ morning paper at your door. L 
anth  We're also central, near all major 
r em office buildings and Gastown. 
Our rooms are different, too. '"~-'~--~='"° ...... ~ ' , ~  
" "  We'tP r~ght on the t~atOout Oelween 
OTTAWA (Ib?) -- Fifteen Extra big and extra quiet, with ~,e Ba~te~ Bw/d~ng aug the Bo,tr(10t 
Toronto hiPs Monday sent a an extra long double bed. a ~a~e Georgia ~s tmee erects away 
telegram to the Toronto Blue PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA desk, table and 2 easy chairs • Burraff/lust one ~lock east 
J ays '  baseball dub 
congratulating it for playing MINISTRYOF HIGHWAYS& PUBLIC WORKS SO you can work properly, and 
O Canada in two languages 
ores" the weeitelld. DEASE LAKE H|OHWAY$ DISTRI¢'r RNO,$ t ] "~ i [  lth d things tl)  
,The tel~ram, from 12 For  business ers, Commonw  oes  ran  
Liberals, two Progressive .. Pursuant to Section 27 ol the Highway Act and regulations pursuant to the 
Conservatives and one New " Commercial Transport Act, notice Is hereby given that load restrictions are ":. 
Democrat, said: rescindedonthefollawingroad$1ntheDeaseLakeHighwayDJstrlct. ~ ~ [ ~ !  COMMONwEALTH'S~(~~~ 1~ 
elected federal members of Effective !:00 a.m., Tuesday, May 23, 1978:- ~ 
Parliament from 
Metropolitan Toronto corn- Restriction rescinded on Telegraph Creek Road, from I)ease, Lake to Telegraph VANCOUVER-CITY CENTRE 
mend the Toronto Blue Jays Creek. 
or~anlzatlonand team for its 1133 W Hast,ngs St. Vancouver, B.C V6E 3T3 (604) 689-921"1 
presentation of Canada'= Datedat: G. Kazakoff 
national anthem during its Dease Lake, B.C.' District Highway Manager For lree Hohdex" resewat~on serwce and a guaranteed room rale at any Hohday Inn. call toll free .1-800-261.8811 
games in Toronto over the May 17,1978. .. Dease Lake, B.C. 
Victoria Dy weekend. We For: And now. guaranlee your reserval,on w,th our G0aranteed All N,ght Reservat,ons Programme 
share ),odr pride in our Mlnlster of Highways , ..... "~ 
country and your rec~nltlm 
both official languages." 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determlne page location, 
The Herald reserves the 
rlght to revlse, edit, classlfy 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retaln any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Servlce, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Orlglnals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
recelved by the publlsher 
within 30 days after the first 
publlcatlon. 
It Is agreed by the 'ad. 
vertlser requesting spans 
that the !lablllty of the 
Herald In the event of fallure 
to publish an adve~tlsement 
or in the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
v erflser for only one in- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted II~em only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbla Human Rights ACt 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place at origin, or because 
LOCAL ONLY: 
, 20 words or less 82.00 per 
~nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be mode before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
Sl.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge f~.00 per 
Insertlon •
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
• $3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per llne per month. 
On a 4 month basls only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day..  
Service cberge of K.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheq~s. 
his age Is between 44 and 65 WEDDING DESCRIP- 
years, unlessthe condition Is TIONS: 
Justified by a bona fide No charge provldsd news 
requirement for the work submlttedwlthlnonemonth. 
.... $5.00 production cbarge'foi" 
wedding and.or engagement 
Publ ished at  Terrace 
B.C. S days a week 
Mon.-Frl. mornings 
32., BICYCLES, 
MOTORCYCLES 
d 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October 1, 
1977 
~r 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  ruth 3,00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Mai l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 mth  22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40,00 
33, FOR SALE -- 
MISC. 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America I 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V0G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace 8, District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received ons 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
Representatives from the 
B.C. Ministry of Education, 
Health and Human 
Resources will be In Terrace 
to attend an early Childhood 
dacum meeting to be held at: 
Northwest Community 
College, Wednesday, June 7, 
1978 7 p,m. 
They wish to talk to the 
peo,,de In the community 
about early childhood 
training programs. 
The Annual General Meeting 
of the Terrace Concert 
Association will be held 'In 
the Terrace Public Library 
Art Room, on Thursday, 
May 25 at 8:00 p.m. New 
/~embers are Welcomel 
| . , ,  , 
B.C.O.A.P.O. • Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November lath 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
Centennial Christian School 
holds a Garage Sale at Dan's 
Cartage Saturday, May 27 10 
- 2p.m.. Please bring 
donations of phone 635.6904 
for pickup. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks S.50 
Memorial Notices ! 5.50 
PHONE 635"6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
An exhibition of batik work 
by Doreen Dufresne will be 
sponsored by the Terrace 
Art association in the library 
Arts room until May 27. The 
Public can view this show 
during library hours. 
The Terrace Art 
Association Invites you to 
attend a slide show and 
pottery exhibition by Jeanne 
serlch on Saturday, June 3, 
in the Terrace Library Arts 
Room at 7 p.m. The slide 
show starts at 8:15 p.m. 
A Heather.Tartan Soclety is 
helng formed with the In- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635-2456 as soon as possible. 
Raise Your Energy. A 
lecture by Dr. Carious 
Mason, Hypoglycemi.a and 
Biochemistry Expert. The 
meeting will be held May 
24th at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Terrace Little Theatre. If 
you notice In yourself some 
degree of continuous fatigue, 
irritabil ity, nervousness, 
depression, Insomnia, 
headaches you may like to 
learn from Dr. Mason a 
natural way to heal yourself. 
Anyone Interested in Im. 
proving their health is en- 
couraged to come. 
The Mount Elizabeth 
Parents' Commiflee will be 
holding their annual general 
meeting on Monday, June 
Sth at 7:30 p.m. In the 
cafeteria at Mount 
Elizabeth. The guest 
speaker, Mr. Dale Flfflck, 
District Superintendent, will 
explain the report from the 
recent External Observation 
Team who were in our 
District a few weeks ago. 
This team met with various 
officials in the District as 
well as teachers and parents, 
and their comments were 
reported back to the District. 
There will be election of 
• officers for the next school 
term and anyone Interested 
in this Committeo and their 
child's education is invited to 
attend. Brief reports on the 
Committee's activities over 
the past year will also be 
glven, It Is hoped t.hat many 
Interested parents and 
teachers will affend this 
meeting. Remember June 
Sth at 7:30 p.m. 
Skeona.Fall Fair Association 
is having a bedding plant 
sale, vegetables and flowers. 
Liens Park In Thornhlll at 
the bern. May 27th at 9 a.m. 
The Kltimat Minor Hockey 
Association Is holding their 
annual general meeting, 
• Thursday, May 25, 1978, at 
The regular monthly Rlverlodge at 7:30 p.m. The 
meeting of the Terrace agenda will Include reports 
Progressive Conservative of last year's activities, 
Women'sClubwlllheheldon election of directors, 
Wednesday, May 24 ¢t 10:00 
a.m. for a coffee party. The 
address Is 5126 5oucle Street. 
For further Information 
please call 635-6764. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
.for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations at any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for' 
pickup. 
The Instory aepara,ont m 
Northwest Community 
College will be organizing a 
series of. open discussion 
meetings on "Why 
Revolutions? ",  "Why 
Wars?", a closer look at the 
interrelat ion between 
political, social and 
economie factors in 
domestic and internaUonal 
relations in the 20th century. 
Anyone interested is 
welcome to attend the first 
meeting on Thursday, May 
18, from 7-10 p.m. in room 206 
on the college campus to 
watch and discuss 90 
minutes of animated films on 
"The History Book" which 
focuses on the time period 
from the 1800's to tod~y. 
This is a free community 
servlee which will continue 
until June 15, 
Wednesday June 7th will he 
the last Terrace Art 
Association Picture Loan 
until september 6th. Pain. 
tings should be returned by 
7:30 p.m. to the Terrace 
Library Arts Room so they 
can be put on display for 
selection. Arrangements can 
then be made for the sum. 
mar months rentals. 
discussion, questions and 
suggestions period. This is 
your assocltion. Please 
attend. 
Watch for further details 
roga~'dlng hockey school to 
be ~eld August 14-26 in 
conjunction with the Por- 
tland Wlnterhawks. ' 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services • 
• Activity Centre for hen. 
dicrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
• Drop.In for compenlonshlp 
.& coffee, 
Monday thru Frlday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635.2265 
I~APE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 6)5.7558 
OR 
435.7721 
(eft) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.S320 or 6~]5.5233, or leave 
clonatlons at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturd&ys between 11: :00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
" Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
- Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munizatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS ' 
These are held at the Health 
• Unit on Monday, Wed- 
msday, and Friday from 
3:00 4:10 p.m. by ap. 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes ere held throughout 
the year .at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing car~ in the home for 
those who need It .on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on thlrd NIonday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
ternoon at 1:00.2:00 p.m. 
V.D.. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now sltuated In Eby  
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenu~,,. 
"Hearing eats will be d~'~ -: 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
630-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eliglble for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lszelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and 'guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of.a Land Ranger 
C0mpmy in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and lg who are In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (cff) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? ,Do you cen- 
stantly yell at your chlldreo, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control yo~,r angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
14. BUSINESS 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesdey st T p.m. The Terrace & District 
at the Knox United Church Community Services Society 
Hall, 4907 Lazella Avenue. would be pleased to receive 
applications for the position 
INCHES AWAY CLUB of a Crisis Line and Volun- 
Meat every Tuesday night at leer Co-ordinator. 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone This is a part-time position 
635.3747.or 635-3023. funded by the Ministry of 
Human Resources. .The 
applicant should be 
knowledgeable of com. 
munlty resources, have good 
PERSONAL organizational skills and 
ability to relate to people and 
GOLDEN RULE community needs. 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. ~3230 Kalum Applications may be made to 
(ctf) the Terrace & Dietrlct 
GEMINI EXCAVATING' Community Services Seclety 
LTD. .4603 D Park Avenue, 
(Wes Andrews) Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5. 
Backhoe Work Closing date for submission 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479anytime is ' June 5, 1978. 
(A J12) 
Roy Greening 
THE HOBBY HUT Chairman 
Terrace & District Com. 
Ceramic supplies & munlty 
Greenware, air brushing services 5oc~ety available, custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 Full or pert-time. Here Is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Electrical and Refrigeration Tralnlng Is available. For 
contract, interviews Call Marnle 635. 
"House wiring. 9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
; Iss.sl~6 (ctf) 
(ctf) 
School Dlstrlct 88 
16, ¸  (Terrace) 
LOST Requires 
Student.Instructors 
L ....... for 
Lost- Brown framed glasses, Summer Language 
black arms with a hearing Developmentand 
' aid attached. Lost between Recreation Program 
Riverside Grocery and the 
overpass. Reward offered.. Preference given to mature 
phone 635-2490 (p5.1) Senior Secondary and 
University students who are 
A white short haired male experienced In working with 
cat with very blue eyes. He's children In education, music, 
one year old. M|sslng from drama, crafts, sports. 
lower Albatross area. Any Employment June 26th . 
Information would be ap. August lath, 1918 
preclated. Contact 69 Brant Wages $120 per week. 
St., Kltlmat or call 632.2924. Apply before June 7th, 1978 
(sff) at: JoAnne Ames, Canada 
" Student Placement Office, i 
4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
'~ Terrace~, ' B.C.; ~ :'PhonS" '~35- 
2044 
(c3-19) 
REQUIRED 
Painting Contractor tc 
complete re.painting ot 
approximately  90,00! 
square feet of interio, 
walls. Some minor drywall 
repairs required. Paint to 
be supplied by contractor. 
!Tools and other repair 
!materials to be supplied by 
!contractor. 
i 
!For more information, see 
specification at School 
District No. 92 (NIsgha) 
offices In Terrace or New 
Alyansh. 
'(cs.10) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail blke 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638.1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
For Sale: 1976 Honda 
Goldwlng 1000 Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.3831 or 
vlew at 4404 Walsh. (pi0.3) 
HELP WANTED 
Earn - 2 hours a day - $200 
a month commission plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C SKl.(w) 
One 7mm mag Alpine 
Supreme $200 1 30.06 S200, 
Brand new, 1 22 Ceoey Model 
600 $30, 1 Marlln 3030 model 
366C $135, 8mm 98 S35 New 
2409 Apple St. (p5.17) 
2 Hrs. a day equals S200 a 
month" commission ' plus* 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush'/ Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van-.  Set. 
couver, V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. Terrace Drugs 
Diamond, RR 3, Kamloops, Lakelse Pharmacy. 
B.C., V2C 5K. (A10.2) 
Stamp and Coin collectors 
New Stock 1978 coins and 
stamps have arrived In. 
cludlng the Captain Cook 
Bicentennial presentation 
and 
1 set of drums $250, 1 0 track 
Muntz car deck, c.w 2 
speakers, removable slide 
plate,27 tapes Sl00. 1 set RH 
golf clubs, bag and balls $75. 
1 Marconi cabinet record- 
radio player $60. Call 635- 
2115. (p3.19) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR. 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 6)5.3630 
SECONO FLOOR (CTF) 
For Rent to organic gar. 
deners: 1 field, 1 greenhouse 
$50 on each, for rent 1 trailer 
space, in quiet country, on 
school bus run, $44 per, 
month, for sale field fresh 
rhubarb 30c lb. Please phone 
638-8398 (p1-17) 
The first time a woman 
appeared on the stage 
completely nude was at 
.the Folies Bergere in 
• 1912. She was visible only 
for a moment. 
POSITION OPEN 
Store Manager 
Applications are now being accepted for the position of 
Store Manager in a Furniture & Home Entertainment 
Store opening in Terrace, B.C. To arrange for an In. 
tervlew call Mr. Alan Bratus of Gen Furniture Stores 
Limited at 
635-4696 
mm0,s on. 
Sales Personal 
Applicetionsare now being accepted for the position of 
Sales Personal in a Furniture & Home Entertainment 
Store opening in Terrace, B.C. To arrange for an in. 
tervlew call Mr. Alan Bratus of Gen Furniture Stores 
Limited at 
635-4696 
Near ly  21/2 acres at  4928 Twedle Avenue 
~ Lot 2 Block T DL 979 Plan 3370 ! 
Ad iacent  to Up lands  SChool, w i th ' i  
~ mounta inv iew 
Offers over $30,000 wi l l  be considered. 
Replies to Box 1178, Ter race  Herald, by 
~ June 10. . 
Government of Canada 
BAND MANAGEMENT ADVISOR 
Indian and Northern Affairs 
Indian and Eskimos Affairs Branch 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
This competition is open to both men and women who 
are residents of the Province of British Columbia. 
SALARY: to $16,460. per annum 
DUTIES: Provides technical and advisory services to 
a Band Council on procedures to Institute and maintain 
a local government In an Indian Community; provides 
guidance, advice and assistance to a Band In relation 
to programs for which the Band has administrative 
responsibility; develops administrative and 
financial management skills of Band staff; guides and 
promotes Indian pertlclpetlon In programs and ao 
flvltles external to the department. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge, through working 
experlence of federal government programs and 
procedures and of methods of Ix?okkeeplng and baslc 
accounting; understanding of the languages and 
culture of the Indian people of Northwestern B.C. 
Knowledge of the English language Is essential. 
NOTE: Employment Ison a Term basis ending March 
31, 1979. The successful candidate must be able to  
operate In anisolated area for at least three days a 
week. 
Send your application form and-or resume, quoting 
Reference Number 70-V.IAN.45, before June 9, 1978to: 
W.D. Frost, Regional Staffing Officer, Public SerVice 
Commission, P.O. Box 11120, Royal Centre, 500- 1OSS 
West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3L4 
Looal I)lubs or 0rpnizations or : 
simply Local News 
or Call us we will be happy to print your story. 
MAim OF FUNCTION 
m 
P ICTUREI I  I IQUIN IED ' ' 
Terraoe/Kitimt Daily Herald' Terrace 635"6357 or 
***********  
K 
? ~i' , 
? 
~.~ ': 
35, 
SWAP & TRADE 
Sale or Trade: 4 lots on 
Paqueffe St. will trade on 
i~ckhee, tractor or what 
have you? Also 25" motor 
home 
1974 Chew Impala 2 door 
H.T, p.s., p.b., phone 635- 
d492 (E .O .D. -2 )  
For Hire: Wanted labor 
work will work long hours If 
necessary. Has class 5 B.C. 
license. Phone 635.2171 (p$. 
17) 
Purebred registered yellow 
Labrador, 1 year old. Best 
offer. Phone ,.3904 after 6 
(pS-20) 
81 ' 
WANTED MISC. 
54, BUSINESS 
PROPERTY 
.+ 
Wanted to buy second hand 
lerga size propane fridge In 
good cunditlon. Phone 635- 
4m (cs.2o) 
Wanted to Buy: A 19' or 20' 
Riverboat. Wood or 
aluminum with let motor. In 
good condition. Please 
I~une638.1613 days,,.5937 
after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
Wanted 7t/2' plastic dingy for 
cabin cruiser. Phone 635. 
5970 (c5-21) 
391 ++* 
MARINE 
21' Boston Whaler with Twin 
Mere 800, 20' Smoker Craft 
Riverboat with Merc 50 842. 
(p5.18) 
1975, 50 h.p. Johnson, electr:lc 
start, steering, controls 
01,030. Or motor and 17' 
aluminum run-about• with 
halle," $2800. Phone 632.4228 
after S p.m. (c5.20) 
6S Evl~rude outboard 
completely overhauled with 
.040, oversized pistons. Ask 
for Roy , .5335 (p3-19) 
41. MACHINERY 
FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: 1962 Michigan 
Loader, Model 75 A 1400x24 
Michelin Tires with new 
recap spare. New motor 1975 
Gravel bucket $7000. Con- 
tact Paul at 632.2151 (AS. 
4"/. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
For Runt: 1 small 2 bedroom 
house at 2905 South Kalum 
also 1.2 bedroom apt. at 2903 
,South Kalum. ~ Phone 635. 
3163 after 5 p.m. (p5-21) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom 
basement suite, close to town 
$175 per month ,-4448 (p3. 
19) 
2 bedroom sulfa for rent. 
Available June 1, single 
woman or- couples only, no 
pets, phone 635-9471 (sff.18) 
49. HOMES " 
• .-FOR SALE . 
Executive house for sale: 
16000q. ft. with double car 
garage on V~ acre well treed 
lot. Near school and stol'es. 
3 bedrooms, 3 fireplaces, 1V= 
baths, famlly'room on maln 
floor, sunken IMng room, 
fully carpeted. Loaded wlth 
extras, full basement. 
Prlcad for quick sale owners 
transferred. 630.8297 after 
3:30 (c5.20) 
Owner leaving lown June 1. 
Must sell 2 bedroom home 
S~S,030 or best offer• 2107 
Pear S t .  Please call days 
,-6466 or evenings 630.8291 
(CS-21) 
$ bedroom home 1411 Maple 
St. ~ 195,000 phone 635- 
evenb~ (clO-Z?) 
1203 eq.ft, home'with lots o'f 
extra features. 'Such as: 
Bay window, hardwood 
floors, stone fireplace, 
master ensulte, and cold 
sforage area In basement 
for vegefabtes. Well In, 
sulated a;zd double win. 
dows. Good soil en large 
61'x153'fenced corner lot. 
Wllh beautiful trees. Close 
to all school and downtown 
shopping. +Will sell fur. 
nished or ~unfurnlshed. 
Priced in low 50's. Phone 
635.5071 +or appointment. 
(c5.17)- 
For Sale: 1070 eq. ft. 3 
bedroom home on I/= acre lot, 
fully fenced and treed, at- 
tached garage, 300 sq. ft. 
shed, root cellar, Asking 
$42,000. Phone 635-4790 after 
6. 
(C10~) 
2 bedroom house In t~own for 
quiet couple, Phone 635.6995 
or 635-5727 
(C5-19) - 
Wanted -- rent to own, 12x54' 
or 12x68' trailer, 3 bedrooms. 
Phone 635-7053. 
(C3-17) 
Wanted to Rent: Furnished 
cabin on highway side of 
Lakelse ,Lake for 3 Or 4 
months. Must have elec- 
tricity, water end telephone 
hookup. Phone ,.7930 (p4- 
2O) 
1 or 2 bedroom suite. 
Responsible woman wlth one 
child. Phone 638-1131 days 
, .3904 ask for Jan (p3-18) 
FOR RENT: Commercial 
building 2500 to 5000 square 
feet In downtown Terrace, 
located at the corner of 
Lakelse and Emerson St. 
ct G. McConnell ,-49,18 (AS. 
2O) 
For Sale: 80x100' lot. View 
at McNeil St., Thornhlll. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635-7540 or 635-2056 
(cffJu4) 
7 . . . .  ~,., 
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Seated tenders fo r  the 
• Must SII • 12x~6 2 bedroom following stand ter,~dlng 
contract|s) wl l lberKelvod  iilarlll - moblle home on a fully by the DlltrlclForesler, servlced, clear tlle lot on Slmpson Rd, Thornhlll. Mlnlltry of Forests, Prlnce .. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, Rupert, B.C. on the dates ~w~umoo~m ,~B~mi l~ek+ruaa~rh~, r t  
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., shown below. 
635.7117 (ctf) : i. Contract ST 1031•7.4 J.S., 
R.F. Located Lokelse No.3 
ImmedlateOelivery Unit C Ranger District 
_ 1978 Factory built. 2 or 3 Terrace Number of hectares 
bedroom 14' wlde or double 11.6 Viewing date May 24, 
wide• Delivered and set up 1978, leaving Ranger Station 
to your location. 100 percent at 9:00 a.m. 
financing available. OAC.  NOTE: Viewing of the 
Gov't, grant of $2500 ap- stand funding sits prior to 
plicable. Free round trip to submitting a tender for this 
Vancouver. For Inquiries Cmlfract is mandatory.. 
please phone collect Parker Deadline for receipt of 
Homes of Canada Ltd. 937- tenders is 3.'.30 p.m. May 31, 
v5447 (C12-22) ' 1978. 
, c _ , , . , . s  4, I For Sale: Moving must sell 2 R.F. Lo l led  Lakelse No.3 bedroom trai ler 12"x60' Unit B Ranger District General, I0x25 Jcey Shack Terrace Number of hectares 
Phone 635.5348 (c6.19) 0.0 Viewing date May 24, • 
.1970, leaving Ranger Station 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO at 9:00 a.m. I - - -a~ " -a~.  T_+- - - - -  " Openuntil 10 P.m. FridaT ,led Saturday 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile NOTE: Viewing of the II 4736 LAKELSE~ PH@NE 4i35.7977 
home. Set up and skirted In stand funding site prior to i 
,raller courtlntown. Will submlttlngafenderforthls. C A T F I S H  ayeo  
sell furnished or "on. contract is mandatory• ~O/~.J~ ~ ~i~'~ryPeter/~J~ 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 Deadline for receipt of 
even. (piO.Jul) tenders Is 3:30 p.m. May 31; ' -- - - - ~ - -  
12xS4 Safeway,' 2 bedroom 3. Contract ST 1031.7.3 J.S., ~ 
with 30 addition, fridge, R•F. Located Lakelsa No.3 . • 
stove, carpet, drapes in. Unit A Ranger District ..._.,_,--- 
cluded. Set.up and skirted In Terrace Number of'hoctares " " - - -~"--"11 
trailer park, phone 635.4310 10•O'Vlewing.date May 24, - -  I 1~ 
after 5 (ctf) 1970, leaving Ranger Station j ,  
For Sate: 1969 Gmera, NOTE: Viewing of the "' ~ ~ L  ] ~  " 
ITrailoronll/sacresofland.I stand tending site prior to "~" 
I Big Garden space, fruit I submitting a fender for this 
Itrees, much more. Cloeeto I contract Is.Is not mandatory. 
Ifown. Phone 43S.302Saflerl Deadline for re:elpt of ' . . ' .  
I~ J tenders Is 3:30 p.m. May 31, ':" . (b lO-~)  " ,, . . . -  
1978. 
• l M ien  cE  'B lU l i l~ l i  
Tenders. must be sub- I ~ ~ 1 ~ ! .  
For Sole: 1970 1~z60 Great mlffedontheformandintho 
env.,+, suppllad which, 14  LAI(ELSE PHARMAOlr washer and dryer 8lad Joey with particulars, may be 11 Likelie 13 i -126  
shack ~ after5 obtained from the Forest YREPELL NT, BEAC H YS SSES I lenger ls)  Indicated, or |FL A TO ,8UNGLA 
. For Sale: 12x60 1973 from the District Forester, amd prompt prescr ip tmn services . ~ 
Canadlana 2 bedrooms with Ministry of Forests, Prince 
frldge, stove, wesh~. and Rupert, B.C. 
dryer. Asking $11,000 The lowest or any tender 
negotiable. Phone 63S.7697 will not necessarily be ac. the AMAZlIVG SPIDER-MAN. By S tan Lee and John Romita 
For Sale: ~ Glmdale ceptod. 
(c5.18,19,22,23,24) .TF~I~ ~I~\ NAO1.,rWA~¢I~O~'m." ~ ~ A 'eTURN HIM 
wlih'steel i and ~ .  I ~ e h  Z-;~7.,~lit'- ] I ~~X~rZ I -~A~;~\  I| I Wi~, "_~_.~..~.~.~fom..~..; I 
1976 Skylark. Self contelnod 
trailer for sale. Like new Sealed tenders for the 
condition. Phone 635-5944 following stand tondlng 
after 5 (ca.20) contractts) will / be received 
by the District Fdresfor, 
IFor Sale: 1974 Benflx Ministry of Forests, Prince ! ~ ~ ~  
ILeedertrailer. 2 bedroom. Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
|Reverse aisle. Front shown below. 
|kitchen, patio doors and 1. Contract ST 1031.9.1 J.S. 
isundeck, .. ,Phone 63S.440S Located Chindamash West 
Jlctflull) Rahiei'" Distr l f f  'Tei'~ad~ ..... 1 . . . . . . .  " ' 1 " ~ . . . . . .  ~ ' . . . . . . . .  ' ";~ J~' " ~ '  ; ~  
Number of hectares 22.0 - 
Viewing date May 26, 19711, " ~ ~ ~  .......................... ff~ ... . . . .  ~ ..... 
leaving Ranger. Station at I vl,.el " l l l l l l T l l l  ! 
FINANOIAL" I tlla,  -F.,o.s.,,;, I 
Household Reaity | ' ALLEYS ~ LEAGgES HOW! I~ 
58. MOBILE 
HOMES: 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submlfflng a tender for this 
SECOND MORTGAGES contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline. for receipt of 
No bonuses •tenders is 3:30 p.m. June 15, 
No brokerage fees lW8• ~c,  ~ ~" - '  
NO finder's fees  2•LocatedContraCtChlnclomashST 1031.9.2 "A"J:S' ~/~"  A I~ , ~ f .,,,,,~,,. .,,,,,, ] f~,,k,L.L~. '?L~,~,~ I'~:)F~ '. 1 NOW V ~ _ ~  ~ I ~ '~- - - - -~  
FAST SERVICE Ranger District Terrace .w~.,r~¢,~___~.j j wn~,, vvr~,. J l~ 'k~ IN'rd~'RP-,./... , JOM~IDI~ZE~ .~taL.CAL.U,-.~! 
Come on in or call the nsarest Number of hectares 1i.0 " - "~t~ ~._,_~.~, ~ ~ ~/" - ~- ' - ' - -~ J~ '_~X ~ " ' I  ' 
office of Household Finance Viewing date May 26, 1978, ~ . • ,p-'~.=--, - ~, " ] ~ ~ ,~. leeving Ranger Stetion at ~ ~/~- - - - - I  . /~~ ~ I  ~ ( ~ .I 
Ask for Mortgage Services 9:00 a.m. 
4608 Lakelse Avenue NOTE: Viewing of the 
,-7207 stead tending site prior+ t° a~j~==~ ~ ~ ~ ?  ~i~ ' l  , ~  . 
submitting a tender for this 
contract IS mandatory• 
Deadline for receipt of ' 
: i . . . .  "tenders Is 3:30 p.m. June 18, ~ I """  ~ ~(~ • ~JI/~,~. I 
1978. .m,,~m~.~.,, 1 4.~Y ~ ~ "~ I ' 
3. Contract ST 1031.9.3 J.S . . . . . .  _ _  : ±_ _ ~. _ : 
66, RECREATIONAL• 
VEHICLES • 
NOTICETO Located Chlndemash "B" SEALED TENDERS for the HELP ' WANTED: Ea rn 
"GENERAL Ranger District Terrace construct on of s Group $200.00 rnonthly part.tirol:; 
CONTRACTORS Number of hectares. 11.0 Housing Unit at New $1,000 fu '11 time. Easy I'o 
Viewing date May 26, 1978, Alyansh, B.C. wil l  be succeed ~ vlth our training. 
Tenders are Invited for the leaving Ranger Station at received at the Archftect's 16 foot travel trailer, Fair . . . . . . . . .  Write Fu liar Brush Com. , 
construction of a music room 9:00 a.m. offices 17T/West 8th Avenue, condition. $425.00 2409 Apple Offers considered on 5 year . peny, C.O * Box 108, 008, 207 
addition at the Hazelton NOTE: Viewing of the Vancouver, B.C. VGJ 1Vaor Street. Reglstered Quarter Gelding. West Ha,, ~tlngs St., Van- 
Secondary School, H(zzelton, stand tending site prior to etS.D. No.92 (Nlsgha)Board (C.5.19) English and Western couver~ B..C. VGB 1H7, or 
B.C. and will be received submlfflng a tender for this Office, aS,IS Lakelse Street, trained, shown. Suitable Mr. T. DI ;amond, R.R. 3, 
until 1600 hours P.D.T. on cmtract Ismandatory. Terrace, B.C. on or before '1973 Parkland Tent Trailer. temperment for all ages. Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5KI, 
Tuesday 13th day of June, Deadline for receipt of 4:00 p.m.P.D.S.T•, Wed. Sleeps 6 c-w propane heater Phone S-2826 after 6.'(c-5-18) (ctf) .. 
1978 at the offices of the tenders Is 3:50p.m. June 15, needay, N~y 31, 1978 at and stove. Twin boffles, 
Secretary-Treasurer, School 1978.- WhiCh time they will be Icebox, wardrobe, large ] ~ L ~  WJ~TION 
District 80, Terrace, B .C .  Tenders must be sub. publicly opened. Tender wheels and spare, 2 way. 
The woPk consists of a one miffed on the form and Inthe documents may be obtained lights, a~cl awning. $1200 ODDr~. I  ~]L~' I I~  
storey addition, ap- envelopes supplied which, from the Archltscts (Deposit phone 635.4610 (p5-18) ' By J¢ )y ffliiler 
'proximately 1,300 square with particulars, may be 025.00 refundable) or from 
feet. A bid bond is required in obtained from the. Forest the School Board Office. A good w, tony Americans 
Ranger(a) indicated, or They may also be viewed at am surprised ~ to learn that 
• though badml inton is similar 
the amount of $4,000. from the. District Forester, the following exchanges:. PERSONAL: Discerning to tennis. *it! was not an 
Tendering) requirements Ministry of Forests, Prince Adults. Shop discreetly by offshoot of i t. Actually, it 
are outlined In the In. Rupert, B.C. Amalgamated Construction mall• Send Sl.00 for our developed fron I .s game cedled 
structlons to Bidders and .The lowest or any tender Association of B.C., 2675 Oak latest tully illustrated "poona" which i originated in 
Include a 50 percent Per. , will not necessarily be ac. Street, Vancouver. catelogue of marital aids for India, and was tJz en adapted 
formance Bond and a 50 cepted. ; Construction Plan News To Gloria Jean Young nee both ladles and gentlemen, and brought t( ~ '~'.ingland by 
percent Labour and (c5.ml8,19,22,23,24) Service, 3785 Myrtle Street, Russel also known as DirectActlon Marketing Inc. English Army of "fleers. 
Materials Payment Bond. Burnaby. Morrlson or Duval. Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, , , , 
A bid-depository system Southern Interior Con. Take notice there hearing Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. The Rnglish versi~on was 
will be used for trades INVITATION TO structlon Assoc. 710 Laval will take place at the (ctf) .launched in1873 at+L;ParW 
specified. TENDER Crescent, Kamloops. provincial court family g iven by the Duk 'e  o f  
Tendering documents Sealed ' tenders, marked Southern Interior Con- division at 10475 - 138th St•, Beaufort at his c,~untry man- 
available from the Architad New Main.Entrance.Doors structlon Assoc. 535 Surrey, B.C. on June lst, 1978 PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for' or called Bad, dnton. The 
name stuck ant t the i'ame and the'owner, for Prince Rupert Court Lawrence Ave•, Kelowna. atl:30p.m, concernlngyour $1.00. Our Introductory quickly spread to the Unt'#.ed 
Subtrades may examine. Housewill be received up to. Southern Interior Con- children Llnda Ann Young. special offers you 10 Elates. After the game play e'rs 
d.ocuments at ' iBu l lders  3:00p,m. loceltlmethe21st structlon Assoc. 105 Born May191h, 1963, Edward beautlfur Jumbo.size color here often enjoy a glorious 
Exchanges In Terrace, day of June 1978, and those Lakeshore Dr., Per~.tlcten. Henry Max Young Born Aug. pictures from any one color American inventio~n the mir.lt 
Prince Rupert, Prince avallableatthettlmewlllbe Prince George Construction 8th, 1966, end Lisa Marie 
George and Vancouver. opened In public at British Assoc. 3851•1~th Ave. Prince Yeung, Bern January 30th, negative for only $1.00. Any julep made .with, Renchmafl~ 
Columbia Buildings Cor- George. , additional pictures over 10 Bourbon, crushed,nint leaves, 
1"he White Partnership, poratlon, 4827 Kelth Ave. Terrace Construction Assoc. 197;urther take notice that from same negative only, 10c a 1,ouch of sugar and plenty 
• at each." Send as many color of crushed ice. Architects Terrace, B.C. V0G 1K1 4931 KeHh Rd. Terrace. ~, the hearing the superln. 
310-1134 Homer Phone:630.1191 negatives (any size) as you . i . . 
Vancouver, B.C.  Tebderlng documents may School District No.92 tendont of child welfare will wish plusS1.00 for each. Also be applying for the per. l'hou~h the game is played 
Ph: 684-4401 .be obtained at the above (Nlsgha)reservesthe right manent commltal of the save on developing and with rackets that" resemble 
for address aftra: 9:00 a.m. on to reject the lowest or any children to his care and printing your color flli'ns. 12 smMI tennis raekel~s, badmin- 
The Board of the 21st day of May 1978. tender. • exp. roll .  $2.99, 20 exp. roll .  ton, as opposed to tennis, is u 
School Trustees Tenders must be flied on Mr. J. Mc~ynn, Sac. Treas. custody. For further In. 03.99, 24 exp. roll • $4.99, 36 .game of altitude am opposed 
formation contact Margaret exp. roll - $6.99. Fast ser. to distance. One t)f the big School Dlstrlct88 the forms provided, In, School District No.92 Sa pson, Social Worker 
(Terrace) sealed, clearly marked (Nlsgha) Ministry of Human vice, guaranteed quality & mistakes beginners mnkeis to 
satisfaction or money s~roke too hard. By twing to P.O. Box 150 envelopes. 4548 Lakelse Street . Resources at 20189 - 56th refunded. Pronto Photo overpower the sh uttleeoek0 
Terrace, B.C. The lowest or any Tender Terrace, B.C. Ave.,' Langley, B.C. Phone Service, 30 Eastgatq, Win: they might miss it completely 
Ph:635-4931 will not necessarily be ac. VaG 1P2 534.4167. (t,w,th) 
- ceptad. ' (c2.17) nlpeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (iu 15) + or hit it too far. The rule is 
I ' ' "easy does i t .  ' t  
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1903. Two lots 
only left, One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
C~mox, B.C. VgN 464 phone 
339.4736 (c50-luly1) 
Build. your home among 
beautiful large cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
510~ after 6 and weekends. 
(p3-1) 
73 .Rena.u It front wheel drive', 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (ctt) 
1975 Matador 4-door, radial 
tires, 2 extra winter tires. 
$3,500.00, phone 635.3020. 
(P5.-19) 
For Sale: 1972 Ford 
Econoline Van. Fully 
camperlzed. Low mileage, 
many extras. Excellent 
condition phone 635-5514 
after 5 (p8-2) 
t 
For Sale: 1973 Mazda RX3 
Station Wagon. 34000 miles 
$2300 or best offer. Phone 
635.5970 (c5-21) 
ForSale: 1973 Toyota Cellca 
S.T. 45,000 mi. Radio,' tape 
deck, excellent condition. 
Good fires. 630.8244 after 6 
(p3.19) 
1- 69 Dodge Polara with a 318 
2 barrel carb, auto trans. 
$700 635-2776 drier 3 p;m• (c3- 
19) 
Salvage Bids to be taken on a 
'1975 Volkswagon Beetle. On 
an as is, where Is basis. For 
more Information contact 
Brouwer & Co., 6-3238 Kalum 
St• or 635-7173 (c9. 
7,8,9,16,17,10,23,24,25) 
74 Mazda S.W 808 piston' 
engine. Phone 638.1842 after 
6 (stfS.17) 
For Sale - 19~ Ford pickup, 
also 1976 25Bee YZ and a S27 
cu. in. motor, 19'/6 GMC 4x4 
pickup, 1977 Arctic Cat 
snowmobile, all thins~ must 
~ as owner is leavin8 town. one (k~-5687 after S (plO- 
1978 N~zda pickup 17000 km. " 
Phone 635.3354 (I)5-20) 
Salvage Sale: 1976 GMC 
Window Van. 400 cu. in~ 
engine, auto. trans., air 
"~:onditionlng, p.s., p.b., 
deluxe vehicle. For further 
Information please ,call 
Parmelee and Nelson 
General + Insurance . Ad. 
lustors..at 635-3900 or 635. 
7910 Bids will close Friday 
May 26, 197S. (c3.10) 
1974 F150 PU 4x4, p.s., p.b.i 
auto, canopy and 5 extra 
fires. Camper window 56,000 
miles. Excellent condition. 
After 5:30 638.1520 (pS-,2o) 
1975 GMC Sierra Grands 1/2 
ton Phone 638.1651 after 5 
p.m. (c5.20) 
1970 Mustang for qale. Best 
offer Phone 635.9250 (p3.18) .[c1-18)" 
I 
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Sadat s tops  Egypt ian  "b loodbath"  
CAIRO (AP) -- President 
Anwar Sadat said today 
"there will be no more 
compromise or tolerance" 
for his political enemies, 
whom he charged with 
preparing to lead Egypt to 
bloody class warfare. 
Sadat spoke to Egyptian 
and foreign journalists at his 
Nileside villa one day after 
the government announced 
that Egyptian voters hat ~, 
given overwhelming support 
in a national referendum 'to 
proposals for cracking do, ~m 
on the president's politt.cal 
critics of the left and rt ght. 
He so Jd he had allowed" the 
opposi~don a free hand sb ~ce 
i w le~alized left-and rig :ht- 
wing political groupings in 
19"/6, but the opposition "v ~as 
goir,lg to lead our society t 0 ~ 
ble~dhath and class war.  
fa re." 
"I f  any person does not ad- 
'~ere to the values of his 
country, he must prepare, for 
punishment," Sadat ~laid, 
"There will be no ]~aere 
compromise or toleran,ce." 
Sadat has accused leiitists 
fives. "From that date the government or trade union 
leftists wrote out their fate posts..The National Assem- 
with their own hands," he bly is preparing laws to 
said today."Anyone who carry out the ban. 
thinks that I forget anything "I gave them a ehance to 
is wrong." turn over a new leaf, but re- 
He listed as his opponents greffully they are small. 
Marxists, old-time rightist spirited," Sadat said of his 
politicians and journalists . foes. 
who have attacked his ad- Sadat's critics have de- 
ministration, nounced the referendum as 
an attack on political 
Under measures approved freedom. 
by Sunday's referendum, in "There will be no con- 
which the government said centratio~ camps, no 98.29 per cent of the eligible emergency laws, no 
arrests..,," Sadat said. "I 
• will purge with the will of the 
people." 
of fomenting last year's food. voters cast "Yes" ballots, 
price riots that were; put such people would be barred 
down at the cost of at least 79 _ from politics or high 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
i . 1  ~ l l l  l 
30 Ton Truck - Hydraulic Cranes- 20 Ton P:.T. 
BOF ; NI ESH -624-6283 Prince Rupert; 
S'KEENA OR#,NE 
SERVICES LTD. 
TEr,-.3RACE 63F'~-1 555  
m 
m 
TOOVF~:Y-"--- 
SERVI CE 
DOLM! iR 
motor~) (chain s aws) 
Hours: Mort, . Sat. 8-~" 
Dealer r ,.Icence 4946 Greij ~umb~ : o~o~3~ 63B-692D 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS, , , .  
Most Anylhing - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-IN DUSTRY-IN DIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 8-6 
636-7417 4946 Grelg Avenue Phone 635.7417 
KITCHEN CAnINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLATION 
• MOULDED COUN'I"ERTOPS • 
K: ooo 
BRAD nEESE 
AREA MANAGER I~ABINETS 
BOg • 5TH AVENU t~ 
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L 3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS.  564.|4S8 
R[S .  562.22al FREE EST IMATES 
• I Dave I 
~ ~ i 
~~"~"~'"~~'~- - ~ ' ~  i-~.._~ ~ ~/~:  Oontraoting [ 
T3~HW,VB'.6. EAST' WALLY LEFEBVRE J ~ ~  ..... ~" FREE ESTIMATES I 
VSG 3N5 . . . . . .  PHONE (604)635-3863 J "'.'- "'Call evenings 635.4600 J
i elections of J 
~'" ~. J m ported meats, i 
i ~'" -~ '' ~ ~  i~'1' :~" I cheeses and i 
I FAC IA I .S  PEDICURE I delicacies, i 
I HA IRCONDIT I (3NING " MANICURE i Northland Dell I 
| STYI . I .NG HOTWAX DEP ILAT ION 
, . ,O COT.,--, I ...)L,d.' \ ) i  
I Ho. 17:-3624 Kale m St. Phone 635-4788 
] (S~,nyh i l l  Tra iler Park) 4623 Lakelse Phone 635.2833 ~ - " ~  , 
'~el~x 047-85586 (604)635-7163 TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
:/VI(:EII~.a~j 
MoB,ha.nney Assooiates ~"s,~:,~3~o, 
Corn suiting Oivil Engineers MONITORING 
British Columbia Land Suneyors SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
205.4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
I 
SU ZUKI Motorcycles and M- ,R  
/ -  
B U S I N E S S M A N !  , acf =essories in stock NOW! 
(~~ This Spaoel. Reserved 
Terrace, Equipment Sales Lid. 
d539Gre ig . .635 .6384 , For your Ad. 
Dealer INp. 01249A SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCEf 
IFJJ..] ~ :  
Y.,teau::ly-l~ =.~= o-, ,~-- - ~ SAND ' ~ 
i ..... " ' " " "  GRApnEL 4434 LAKELSE AVE OOHIORETE 
TERRACE,.B.C. TO OIL  
CUSTOM CONCRETE PROD, 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook 636 6767 or 638-1849 
I - 
Oall us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
I 
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• (NBC) . 
Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Special 
Edition 
Grizzly 
Adams 
Grizzly 
Adams 
Movie of 
the Week 
Roester 
Coghurn 
John Wayne 
Katherine 
Hepburn 
Cont. 
News 
News 
Tonight 
Show 
Tonigllt 
Show 
Cont, 
May 25 
The New 
High Rollers" 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
Curd 
Sharks 
Gong 
Show 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Days of 
Our Lives 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
Wrodi 
Another 
Wrold 
• Movie 
Plaza 
Seite 
, Walter Mathau 
Maureen 
Stapleton 
Barbara 
Harris 
CFTK 
(CBC) • 
l;'liastone~- 
Fllustanes 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Henrglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass " 
Hourglass 
Love 
~at 
Love. 
Boat 
Science 
Magazine 
Rene 
Simard 
Happy 
Days 
Thrce's 
Company 
Barney 
Miller 
Watson 
Report 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
'Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
Grizzly 
Adams 
Eight is 
Enough 
Eight is 
Enough 
- Movie of 
the Week 
• The Initiation 
of Sarah 
No St.or~fine 
Available 
AT Press 
Time 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric" 
Company 
.Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
• Easy 
MacNeil 
Lohrer 
Thomas 
Panemmbers 
Nova 
Nova 
"Nova 
Nova 
Great 
Performances 
Great 
Performances 
Great 
Performances 
King. 
County 
The . CTV Dick 
National News Cuvett 
Night News Sing a 
Final Hour, Sign 
Western Late 
Roundup Show 
Horizons Battle of 
West , Britain 
10 a,m, - 6 p,m, 
B.C. I Jean | Electric i 
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Dressup | Definition 
Sesame i Kareen's i M?sttre I 
Street I Yiga 
Sesame i It'sYour lOver  [ 
Street [ Move Eas~" 
I Dram of | Noon , I Electric [ 
Jeannie I News | Company I 
Ryan'n i Movie ' IM,, I Ha~e I Matinee for Music 
Bob ' I See the | World of Work I 
~ob .~n M~-- I'  Ms'Run I Art Ataris I Robert Culp 
Hollywood I Another 1 Tl~e Word i 
Squares [ World i Shop | 
Edgeof ' I Another ~ ~:. i Ni~t I World 
High I Alan I Culture of | 
Hopes I Hamel. I Anc. v..Sypt I 
Take I Alan * I The Black I 
~TY I Hamel I Experience I 
Columhe I Lucy I Sesame I 
quotes. | Show [ Street. I 
, Flinstones ] Emergency 1 Sesame , l 
Flinstones [ Emergency I Street " ~" 
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[ Horse ShOes [ , Tems Balls : 
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1522.98i i 
: " l x- r  : 
• I ' ' • 
$26.981 $3.44 : 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
Store Hours: , 
Tues..sat. 9a.m.-5:3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m.'9p.m, 
CLOSED MONHY 
( 'HARGEX 
VISA 
